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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this paper is to critically analyze the container industry, particularly 

focusing on how the industry relates to the Pacific North-West Ports of Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Seattle, Washington and Tacoma, Washington. 

According to industry analysis, the container industry is a competitive one. The rivalry 

among the three major ports is moderate. Vancouver Port Authority, which manages the Port of 

Vancouver on behalf of the Federal Government, has a differentiation strategy. With this 

strategy, Vancouver Port Authority has managed to annually increase the container throughput at 

the Port of Vancouver over the last 10 years. It no longer performs the stevedoring services at 

its container terminals, but rather, it enters into long-term leases and berth corridor agreements 

with stevedoring companies. The Port of Vancouver has also attracted two global stevedoring 

companies to perform the stevedoring services at its three container terminals. 

The Port of Vancouver is Canada's largest and busiest port, handling over 66 million 

tonnes of cargo. The container operations have been the fastest growing operations at the Port of 

Vancouver, growing from approximately 500,000 twenty-foot equivalent containers in 1995 to 

over 1.54 million twenty-foot equivalent containers in 2003. Port of Vancouver's container 

growth has followed a worldwide growth trend in the shipping industry. Since the development 

of the container industry in 1966, the percentage of global general cargo shipped in containers 

has grown to approximately 75%. This percentage is forecast to increase in the future. 

In the recommendations, this paper argues that Vancouver Port Authority should adopt 

and/or continue to advocate development of an efficient Canadian logistic chain in order to 

attract global stevedoring companies to operate in the Port of Vancouver as opposed to the Ports 

of Seattle or Tacoma. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The world container industry has been growing at a rapid rate over the last forty years 

and the Port of Vancouver ("POV") has mirrored that growth rate, as containerized cargo has 

been, over the last twenty years, the fastest growing segment at the POV. In 1995, containerized 

cargo totalled about 6% of the tonnage shipped through the POV. In 2003, as shown in Figure 4 

- POV Container Percentage, containerized cargo totalled 19% of the tonnage shipped through 

the POV. 

The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, Washington are competing with the POV for the Asia 

and Oceania container business. However, these ports have not experienced POV's growth rate. 

Rather, the Port of Seattle has seen a decline in its container volumes. With the commissioning 

of Deltaport in 1997l, VPA repatriated about 20% of the Canada bound container traffic that was 

originally handled at the Ports of Seattle and ~ a c o m a ~ .  In 2001, the POV saw an increase of just 

1.6% in container volume whereas Seattle and Tacoma suffered declines of 14.1 % and 5.6% 

respectively3. This decline has been attributed to the terrorist acts of September 11,2001. 

As shown in Figure 1 - Sailing Times to POV and Ports of Seattle and Tacoma , the 

sailing times from the pilot stations (the location where a local captain takes control of the ship 

and navigates the ship to the appropriate port) to the ports of Vancouver, Seattle or Tacoma are 

similar and so is the surrounding geography. Also, the sailing times from the major exporting 

countries such as China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan are approximately the same. Figure 9 - West 

Coast Container Traffic, in additions to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, lists the other ports on 

the west coast, such as Los Angeles, Long Beach, Oakland, Portland and San Francisco. 

However, in the Pacific North-West, there are only three main ports, Seattle, Tacoma and POV. 

Given the above, if a stevedoring company wants to obtain a presence in the Pacific North-West 

or to increase its existing operations, the decision to locate at one of the ports would be 

Deltaport is a container terminal located at Roberts Bank. Roberts Bank is a man-made peninsula, located 
25 miles south of Vancouver, encompassing a container terminal, a coal terminal and an intermodal yard. 

Vancouver Port Authority, Draft Analysis of the Competitive Position of West Coast Ports, (Vancouver: 
Vancouver Port Authority, September 2002) 12. 

O'Keefe, Doug, 'The Future for Canada-U.S. container port rivalries", Statistics Canada Analytical Paver 
54F001XlE, (Ottawa: Government of Canada, March 2003) 5. 



determined by looking at such factors as economical eondition of the port, intermodal operations 

of the terminal, political stability of the country and financial incentives from the port authority, 

to name a few. 

Figure 1 - Sailing Times to POV and Ports of Seattle and Tacoma 

As shown on Figure 2 - POV Terminals, there are twenty-five terminals, three of which 

are container terminals. The Vancouver Port Authority ("VPA"), the entity charged with 

managing the POV, does not directly operate any one of the twenty-five terminals but enters into 

long-term leases with companies to operate the terminals. With respect to the container 

terminals, VPA enters into long-term leases and berth corridor agreements with stevedoring 

companies. The risk associated with entering into these arrangements is that at any time, a 

stevedoring company may go bankrupt or elect to cease operations. If this happens, VPA is left 

in a difficult position in locating a stevedoring company to operate the container terminal. In 

doing so, VPA will face the challenge of marketing the container terminal and attempting to 

convince the stevedoring companies, particularly global stevedoring companies, to locate their 

business in or to expand their business at the POV, as opposed to the Ports of Seattle or Tacoma. 

This paper will focus on the issues surrounding the means by which VPA develops and 

markets its container terminal facilities located in the POV to stevedoring companies in light of 

competition from other ports. This analysis will limit the competition to the deep sea ports 

located on the Pacific North-West coast of North America, in particular the deep sea ports of 

Seattle and Tacoma. 



Figure 2 - POV Terminals 
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1.1 Overview 

In general, a port authority4 facilitates the delivery of goods from sea to land and vice 

versa. Depending on the location of a ports, a port authority may own the land, the terminals6 

and the stevedoring companies7 and also be responsible for the overall management of the port. 

Port Authority: entity responsible for providing the regulations governing maritime services required. 

Port: the geographical area. 

Terminal: part of the port, with berths, servicing a particular type of cargo. 

Stevedoring Companies: companies that provide personnel to load and unload ships. 



However, there is a trend for governments to divest themselves of ownership and to have the port 

authorities focus more on port managements. 

Figure 3 - POV Jurisdiction 

CAWM - - -  
USA 

The POV acts as a gateway for Canada's trade, travel and productivity. The proximity to 

the Vancouver International Purport makes international business easy to conduct as the airport 

has flights to most international cities and countries. The POV is Canada's largest port covering 

233 kilometres of coastlineg, extending from Point Roberts at the Canada and United States 

("US") border, through Burrard Inlet to Port Moody and Indian Arm. The physical layout of the 

POV is shown in Figure 3 - POV Jurisdiction. The POV is also Canada's busiest port as over 

Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., World Container Terminal. Global Growth and Private Profit, 
(London: Drewry Shipping Consultants 1998) 7. 

Vancouver Port Authority, Annual Report, (Vancouver: Vancouver Port Authority 2002) 5. 



66.7 million tonnes of cargo passed through the POV in 2003. The natural deep-water harbour 

allows VPA to market the POV to all shipping lines as the depth of the harbour allows for all 

Panamax class ships and post-Panamax class ships to enter the POV without any difficulties. A 

Panamax class ship is one that can fit through the locks of the Panama Canal and a post-Panamax 

ship is one that cannot pass through the Panama  anall lo. The main reason for the development 

of post-Panamax ships is to assist the shipping lines in lowering their costs. 

1.1.1 VPA 's Functions 

VPA has two main roles. Firstly, VPA manages the federal real property1 that makes 

up the POV. The federal real property includes both the land and water. VPA does not own the 

property but rather manages the federal real property on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen in right 

of Canada. In addition, VPA does not operate any of the twenty-five terminals located in the 

POV, but rather, leases the terminal to third party operators. In doing so, VPA is the landlord 

and the terminal operators are the tenants. VPA's Real Estate Department manages the federal 

real property and they work closely with Business Development, and Container Development 

Departments in marketing the vacant properties. According to the Director of Real Estate for 

VPA, the vacancy rate for harbour-orientated lands is 3%. 

In addition to managing the federal real property, VPA also performs the management 

function for the operation of the POV with the assistance of various departments: 

Through the Harbour Masters Department, to manage the operations of the seaways, which 

includes monitoring vessels' arrivals and departures; 

Through the Security Department, to maintain a good level of security at the POV; 

Through the Environmental Department, to manage the environment; 

Through the Trade Development Department, to facilitate trade through the POV; 

Through Shore Operations, to liaise with the various stakeholders to ensure the POV 

functions efficiently; and, 

Through the Port Planning Department, to approve developments of VPA and its tenants. 

lo Wikipedia, 4 June 2004 < http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiPanamax>. 

Federal real property is the legal name of the lands that VPA manages. 



1.1.2 Economic Generator v. Revenue Generator 

When VPA is faced with a financial decision, for example, to lease a container terminal 

to a stevedoring company, VPA has to consider a challenging fiscal question: Should VPA 

consider the POV an economic generator for the Canadian economy or revenue generator for the 

Canadian Government? This is an important concept to keep in mind as US ports are viewed as 

economic generators, where policies continue to provide port authorities with the tools to grow 

economies and the faculty to compete efficiently12. Since ports benefit not just the immediate 

area, but also the entire region and often a country, the port authority should not necessarily be 

trying to maximize its own profit13. 

The reason there is no clear answer to the question is due to the various interpretations of 

the Canada Marine Act ("CMA")'~. VPA's mission is "To facilitate and expand the movement 

of cargo and passengers through the Port of Vancouver in the best interest of ~ a n a d i a n s " ~ ~ .  The 

mission is derived from the objectives of the CMA: "the achievement of local, regional and 

national social and economic objectives.. .". However, CMA also emphasises that each port 

authority has to be and "likely to remain, financially self-sufficient." 

An InterVISTAS Consulting Inc.'s. 2001 report provides support for the economic 

generator concept16. The report states that VPA is an economic generator in two senses. First, 

the POV creates jobs and assists towards increasing Canada's gross national product. Through 

VPA tenants' employees, plus all the indirect jobs relating to the POV, there are approximately 

27,OOO jobs associated with the operation of the POV. The wages that are associated with these 

jobs is approximately $1.3 billion annually. In addition to the wages, the POV contributes 

l 2  Banjar Management Inc., Unit Cost Studv: Analysis of the Competitive Position of West Coast Ports 
{report prepared for VPA) (Vancouver: Banjar Management Inc., 2002): 1. 

l3  Douglas Long, International Logistics - Global Supply Chain Management, (Norwell, Massachusetts: 
Kluwer Academics Publishers, 2003): 208. 

l4 Canada Marine Act, 1998, c.14 An Act to amend the National Harbours Act, the Government Harbours 
and Piers Act, the Harbour Commission Act, the Canada Shipping Act and the Fishing and Recreational 
Act. 

l5 Vancouver Port Authority, Annual Re~ort, (Vancouver: Vancouver Port Authority 2003): 3. 

l6 InterVISTA Consulting Inc., Port Vancouver Economic Impact Study, (report prepared for VPA) 
(Vancouver: August 2001): 1. 



approximately $1.6 billion to Canada's gross national product. Secondly, since the POV has the 

necessary infrastructure linking Canada's domestic market to the world, it is a facilitator of other 

major sectors of Canada's economy. This latter statement fits appropriately with VPA's mission 

that it must develop the POV in the best interest of Canadians in order to protect the franchise of 

the port. However, the development may or may not be most commercially viable in the short 

term and may also not be self-sufficient. 

The revenue generator concept comes from the terms under the CMA. Under the CMA, 

VPA's investment must be fully cost recoverable. VPA must function as an independent 

business entity. VPA does not pay income tax but rather VPA is mandated to pay a federal gross 

revenue charge17 to its shareholder, the Government of Canada. Also, VPA does not have direct 

access to federal funding as no payment may be made under an appropriation by the Federal 

Government to enable VPA to discharge a liability or an obligation. VPA has to pay any and all 

obligations through its own funds. 

With respect to the economic versus revenue generator issue, presently, VPA's stance is 

that the POV should be considered an economic generator. VPA President and Chief Executive 

Officer, Caption Gordon Houston, is quoted in a VPA's press release as follows: 

This country was built on its ability to get products from the middle of country to 
tide water so that it could sell those products abroad. And it has worked 
perfectly well. We should recognize that the port works for the betterment of the 
economy and the benefit of everyone18. 

1.1.3 Borrowing Requirements 

Debt financing is allowed up to the borrowing limits as stipulated in VPA's letters 

patent19 ("LF'"), which is presently set at $225,000,000. VPA must employ market-based 

financing, borrowing to support capital investment from private sector lenders based on VPA's 

l7  The gross revenue charge is determined based on a standard formula. In general, the more revenue 
earned, the higher the amount of the stipend. 

l8 Vancouver Port Authority, The Port of Vancouver: Investing in a Global Canada, Press Release, Spring 
2004. 

l9 Letters patent are the governing documents of the VPA. 



future streams of revenue. Though VPA can borrow funds, the LP places a few restrictions on 

the funding, such as inability to pledge federal real property, restrictions on VPA's ability to 

engage in non-marine activities, and federal gross revenue charge takes priority over commercial 

loans. As discussed later, these types of restrictions put VPA at a competitive disadvantage with 

respect to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma. 

1.1.4 Types of Terminals at the POV 

Figure 2 - POV Terminals provides a list of the terminals in the POV. Through the 

terminals, a variety of goods enter and leave the POV on an annual basis. The goods are broken 

down into the following categories: 

Bulk: handles goods such as coal, grain, sulphur, potash and liquids; 

General (also called as Break Bulk): handles goods such as wood pulp, lumber, and steel; 

Container: handles goods such as wood pulp, lumber, animal feed, and specialty grains; and 

Cruise: handles cruise ships and passengers. 

The main difference between break bulk and container cargo is that in the latter, the 

goods are placed into containers. The volume of containerized trade is often measured in terms 

of twenty-foot equivalent units or "TEUS"~~. In measuring container volume as compared to the 

other Pacific Northwest Ports, TEU is used to determine the volume of foreign destined 

containers entering and leaving the ports. The rationale is discussed in further detail in Section 

2.2. 

Presently, bulk cargo is the mainstay of the shipments through the POV, accounting for 

76% of shipments. Figure 4 - POV Container Percentage provides a detailed breakdown of the 

percentage of tonnage each sector delivers through the POV. 

20 Long 133. 



Figure 4 - POV Container Percentage 
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Figure 5 - Container Traffic at POV shows the volume of TEUs through the POV, which 

has grown from approximately 500,000 TEUs in 1995 to approximately 1.54 million TEUs in 

2003. A more detailed discussion of the container forecast is described in Section 1.5 Container 

Destination. 



Figure 5 - Container Traflc at POV (000's) 

1.2 History of the POV 

The POV was first established on June 13, 1792 when Captain George Vancouver 

entered Burrard Inlet21. Up to recently, the entity that managed the POV had been a department 

of the Federal Government. However, the Federal Government has been slowly delegating more 

responsibility to the Canadian port authorities. The Director of Real Estate assisted in the 

preparation of Table 1 - Evolving Role of the POV. This table provides a brief summary of how 

the responsibilities of the entities responsible for the administration of the POV have evolved 

over the last seventy years. 

21 Jim Lyon, The Port of Vancouver. Canada's Global Gateway, (Vancouver, British Columbia: Vancouver 
Port Corporation, 1992) 13. 



Table 1 - Evolving Role of the POV 

NHB (1936N11 VPC (1984)[21 VPA (1999) Future (2010?: 

brt Federal Federal Federal Private 

Stevedoring Federal Private Private 
Crown Corporation 
or Private 

l ~ o r t  Authority l~ederal  lVPc riv; 

Department of Federal Crown 
Legal Description 

Government Corporation 
Quasi-Private Private 

I 1 I National Harbours Board 
1121 Vancouver Port Comoration I 

1.2.1 National Harbours Board 

The NI-IB was established in 1936 pursuant to the National Harbours Board Act22. 

Under the NHB, decisions relating to the operations of the POV were made in Ottawa, with input 

from local representatives. In 1983, resulting from Section 2(2) of An Act to amend the National 

Harbours Act, the Government Harbours and Piers Act. the Harbour Commission Act, the 

Canada ShiDDing; Act and the Fishing and Recreational which states "All property 

acquired or held by the Corporation is the property of Her Majesty in the right of Canada and 

title thereto may be vested in the name of Her Majesty or in the name of the Corporation.", 

Canada Ports Corporation assumed all the liabilities of and property held by the NHJ3. 

22 National Harbours Board Act, R.S.C. 1936 C.42, section 3(1). 

23 An Act to amend the National Harbours Act. the Government Harbours and Piers Act the Harbour 

Commission Act the Canada Shipping Act and the Fishinn and Recreational Act, R.S.C. N-8 180-81-82-83, 
c.121. 



1.2.2 Vancouver Port Corporation 

VPC was created pursuant to Section 6.2 of the Canada Ports Corporation A C ~ ~ ,  which 

stated that "All property acquired or held by a local port corporation is the property of Her 

Majesty in Right of Canada and title thereto may be vested in the name of Her Majesty or in the 

name of the corporation." VPC entered into Terminal Services Agreements ("TSA") 25 with 

various stevedoring companies to allow for the stevedoring companies to perform the stevedoring 

services at a container terminal. The Federal Government also granted VPC more authority to 

manage the operations of the POV. One of the reasons for this action was the slight change in 

legal structure making VPC a federal crown corporation, as opposed to a department of the 

Federal Government. This transition gave the VPC more control on how to best develop the 

POV. However, Ottawa still had to approve major decisions. 

1.2.3 Vancouver Port Authority 

In 1995, the Federal Government, based on the National Marine Policy of 1995, decided 

to create new port authorities. The basis of the policy was the following quote: 

We are a trading nation. One in three Canadian jobs depend upon our export 
performance. The current economic recovery is export-driven, and a safe, 
affordable, integrated national transportation system is essential to Canada's 
competitiveness at home and abroad. A vital component of this system is marine 
transportation. The marine sector contributes $2 billion a year to the gross 
domestic product and moves 224 million tonnes of international trade. Canada 
needs a clearly defined marine strategy, which will serve as one of the key 
elements of the economy and support the growth and development of our 
international trade26. 

24 Canada Ports Corporation Act: Repealed by S.C. 1998, C.lO, s. 197, November 1,2000, C.P.C. 2000- 
1624. 

25 These agreements are with a stevedoring company to load and unload ships on behalf of VPC. 

26 Richard Gaudreau, The Canada Marine Act - Beyond Tomorrow, (Ottawa, Government of Canada, 
2003) 7. 



The CMA came into force in 1999 and pursuant to section 139(1), the Canada Ports 

Corporation was dissolved and all assets and obligations devolved to the Crown. To fulfill the 

above noted policy, the Minister of Transport created 19 new Canadian Port Authorities by way 

of letters patent pursuant to Section 8 of the CMA. Therefore, from a legal perspective, VPA is a 

non-shareholder, a for profit federal corporation, which derives its corporate powers pursuant to 

the LP and the CMA. VPA is accountable to the Federal Minister of Transport. The Honourable 

Jean-C. Lapierre, P.C., M.P., a member of the newly elected Liberal minority government, was 

appointed the new Minister of Transport on Tuesday, June 20, 200427. Transport Canada's 

mission is to develop and administer policies, regulations and services for the best transportation 

system for Canada and Canadians - one that is safe and secure, efficient, affordable, integrated 

and environmentally friendly28. 

VPA enters into leases with private terminal operators to operate the terminals at the 

POV. At the container terminals, VPA no longer enters into a TSA with a stevedoring company, 

rather, to keep control of the berth corridors adjacent the container terminals, VPA will enter into 

berth corridor agreements with the stevedoring companies. The stevedoring company will then 

have two legal agreements with VPA: 

a lease, under which the stevedoring company will have control of the operation of the 

container terminal; and, 

a berth corridor agreement, under which VPA has control of the operation of the berth 

corridor. 

The term of a lease and a berth corridor agreement varies as stevedoring companies have 

been requesting longer terms. VPA recently entered into a 5 1-year lease and berth corridor 

agreement with P&O Ports Canada. The stevedoring companies can sell their interest in the 

terminal to a third party, subject to VPA's approval. This allows a stevedoring company the 

ability to exit the POV if it is in its best interests to do so. 

27 "A cabinet for Martin", Vancouver Sun, 21 July 2004: A7. 

28 Transport Canada, <http://www.tc.gc.ca/aboutus/menu.htrn>. 



The berth corridor agreement allows VPA to contract the operations of the berth adjacent 

to the terminal to the stevedoring company. The stevedoring company must seek approval from 

VPA on operational changes. In turn, VPA allows the stevedoring company to retain a portion of 

the wharfage collected by the stevedoring companies from the shipping lines. This concept will 

be discussed in further the financial section. 

1.2.4 Future 

As listed in Table 1 - Evolving Role of the POV, generally all ports, at one time, had 

three roles: as owners, operators, and regulators. The last row of the table describes the legal 

status of each entity. The reason the emphasis is on "one time" is because ports, like the Port of 

London, sold all its land to private owners29. Presently, other ports around the world are 

considering privatizing the terminals30. Thus, the traditional views and roles of ports have been 

evolving. 

The Federal Government has not gone as far the Government of Great Britain did in 

privatizing its ports. Rather, the Federal Government has allowed VPA to privatize the 

stevedoring role. Presently, there is no indication from the Federal Government that it intends to 

privatize the federal real property located at the POV. However, with the trend of both 

provincial and federal governments privatizing crown corporations, the concept of private 

ownership of federal real property at the POV may be tabled in the future. Having said that, if 

such a topic was tabled with the Federal Government, it would be over much debate due to the 

present mandate of VPA "to act in the best interest of Canadians". The question would be: Is 

the privatization of Canadian ports in the best interest of Canadians? 

29 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., World Container Terminal, Global Growth and Private Profit 35. 

30 Long 21 1. 



1.3 Inter-jurisdictional Immunity 

An interesting element to this analysis is the power of the Federal Government. Under 

Subsection 91(1A) of the Constitution ~ c t ~ l  (the "Constitution"), the Federal Government has 

paramount power over the provinces and municipalities as it relates to powers to legislate in 

matters of "public policy". This area is exclusive to the Federal Government. In a recent legal 

case, Burrardview Neighbourhood Association v. Vancouver (City) ("B~rrardview")~~, a 

neighbourhood association challenged VPA's decision to allow a company to build a concrete 

facility at the POV. The British Columbia Court of Appeal, British Columbia's highest court, 

held that building structures on federal real property was not subject to the City of Vancouver's 

Development By-laws. 

Presently, the case has been appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. The Supreme 

Court of Canada has not decided whether or not to hear the case. The decision to hear the appeal 

will not be made until the summer of 2004. Even if the Supreme Court of Canada agrees to hear 

the case, and it over turns the British Columbia Court of Appeal's decision, VPA should still 

have the authority to build facilities without asking the City of Vancouver for approval. 

Burrardview questioned whether the construction of a concrete plant was related to shipping. If 

the Supreme Court of Canada decides that the development of a concrete plant is not related to 

shipping, VPA would be subject to local municipal by-laws as a concrete plant does not fall 

under the federal power of "navigation and shipping". 

As long as the planned activity falls within Subsection 91(10), "navigation and shipping" 

of the Constitution, VPA has the right to construct, as does its tenants, without going through the 

local municipality approval process. The approval process can take considerable time and 

money to complete. Therefore, by not having to go through the local municipal approve process, 

VPA and its tenants should be able to save time and money in that VPA and its tenants do not 

have to pay building permit fees and development cost charges to the municipalities. 

31 Canadian Constitution Act, (U.K.), 30& 31 Vict., c.3, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App.11, No.5. 

32 [2004] BCCA 104, [2004] B.C.J. No. 355,online QL (BCJ). 



1.4 Global Stevedoring Companies 

There are several types of stevedoring companies, such as global stevedoring companies, 

global camers' stevedoring companies and regional stevedoring companies33. The latter, while 

efficient operators, probably do not have the broad expertise VPA would be looking for in a 

stevedoring company. 

Global carriers' stevedoring companies are an example of vertical integration. The key 

aspects of this type of company is that shipping, not terminal operations, is the prime focus of 

business. The terminals are run as a cost centre as stevedoring can account for about 25% of the 

shipping costs34. There are problems with vertical integration of the stevedoring operations. 

Third party shipping lines are concerned with confidentiality of their clients' information 

potentially going to the parent of the stevedoring company and whether third party ships or the 

stevedoring company's parent shipping line will take priority during congested periods. 

However, the vertical integration concept may be ending. In 2004, P&O Ports and P&O 

Nedlloyd recently separated into two companies in order to focus on their respective core 

competency of terminal management and shipping35. Also, in 2001, Maersk Sealand separated 

their terminal operations in a stand-alone business unit called APM ~ e r m i n a l s ~ ~ .  Though this 

separation has occurred, Maersk Sealand still represents about 90% of APM Terminals' volume. 

Global stevedoring companies, ones which operate in more than one world region, are 

the types of stevedoring companies that VPA would like to operate a container terminal. Global 

stevedoring companies treat the terminal operation as their prime focus of business and run them 

as a profit centre. The global stevedoring companies have an extensive network with shipping 

lines to spread the risk of failure as they are not tied to one shipping line like the global carrier 

33 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., World Container Terminal. Global Growth and Private Profit 35. 

34 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit. Performance and Prospects, 
(London: Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2002): Table 6.2. 

35 P&O Ports, P&O NEDLLOYD to become independent and listed, Press Release, 02 February 2004, 
<http://portal.pohub.com/pls/pogprtI/docsPAGE/POGROUP~PAGE~GROUPPOGROUP~NEWS~2004~ 
PAGEPONL%20T0%20BE%20LISTED.PDD. 

36 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit. Performance and Prospects 
Section 6.2. 



stevedoring companies are37. There are several global stevedoring companies, the main being 

Hutchison Ports Holdings, PSA Corporation (Port of Singapore Authority), APM Terminals, 

P&O Ports and ~ u r o g a t e ~ ~ .  

One method to determine a stevedoring company's productivity is to measure the number 

of TEUs per acre per annum that it handles. The productivity is based on the efficient operations 

of the berth, the container yard, intermodal yard and the gate (where trucks are loaded and 

unloaded). To increase the productivity, all four components of the terminal must work together 

in order to allow for the flow of TEUs moving to and from the terminal. The stevedoring 

company will analyze all four components when making a decision to locate its operations at a 

port. Presently, the target productivity level for the west coast ports is 6,500 TEUs per acre per 

annum39. 

1.5 Container Destination 

Figure 6 - 2003 Container that illustrates not all imports remain in British Columbia. 

Over half of the imports leave British Columbia and travel to eastern Canada and the US. 

37 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit, Performance and Prosvects, table 
6.4. 

38 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit, Performance and Prosvects, table 
6.25. 

39 Harold Westerman, "West Coast Container Industry", Presentation to VPA, Vancouver, BC, 30 June 
2004. 



Figure 6 - 2003 Container Destinations 

However, over the next twenty years, the diversity in the shipments of imported goods is 

forecast to change. Figure 7 - 2020 Container Destinations Forecast shows that the shipments to 

the US are forecast to increase from appropriately 7% to 40%. The 40% is composed of 22% of 

direct shipments and 18% transhipments. Transhipment refers to repackaging of the goods to be 

shipped to the US in combination with other goods. If the forecast is correct, VPA will increase 

its rivalry with the Pacific Northwest ports as VPA will be directly targeting exporters to the US 

as potential clients of the POV. 



Figure 7 - 2020 Container Destinations Forecast 

U.S. 
Ion 

1.6 Financial 

When looking at the financial aspect, each party, (VPA and the stevedoring company), 

has different factors to consider. From a stevedoring company's perspective, in order to 

determine its own unit cost per TEU, the stevedoring company has to compare how labour 

expenses, terminal staff and overhead, utilities and maintenance, lease payments, depreciation 

expenses (allowed under different jurisdictions), property tax and leasehold tax (if any), compare 

to another jurisdiction in order to determine the appropriate location. 

However, the financial consideration is just one of the many factors the stevedoring 

companies must consider. Stevedoring companies also look at the intermodal connections (sea 



and land), ship arrival patterns, tidallweather restrictions, and the labour market40. A terminal 

operator also considers the risk of a country. These risks relate to rule of law and enforceability 

of contracts, the risk of expropriation, the risk of creeping expropriation (taxed out of business), 

fairness of the court system, the controls on exchange rates, the risk of government debt default 

and probably the most important item, the ability of the government to honour its long term 

commitments41. In light of September 11, 2001, the ability to illustrate to the world that a 

country/port has sound customs and security procedures in place has been another important 

factor in a stevedoring company's decision to locate at a port. 

If the container terminal is already built and just needs minor renovations, then the 

negotiations between VPA and the stevedoring company will focus on rent, perhaps some 

financial inducement. However, if there is a conversion cost or a major expansion required, then 

the negotiations will not only relate to rent, but also on who will pay for the capital 

improvements. VPA, with the restrictions on borrowing, may be in a weaker negotiating position 

as stevedoring companies can raise financing without the restrictions that VPA has pursuant to 

its LP. 

For VPA, the economic generator versus commercial generator comes into play. VPA 

wants a fair return on the investment it is managing. As stated earlier, however, the amount of 

return on investment may be lowered depending on the "best interests of Canadians" (economic 

generator) versus best commercial deal dilemma (commercial generator). The highest and best 

use of a piece of POV property may or may not be for containers. However, in the "best interests 

of Canadians", VPA may have no choice but to invest in the container terminal. 

40 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit, Performance and Pros~ects, 
Table 2.13. 

41 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit, Performance and Prosrxcts, 
section 4.1.3.2. 



2 INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 

2.1 Industry Value Chain 

A port is an integral part of the global integrated logistics chain, which is generally 

defined as a procedure to optimize all activities to ensure the delivery of cargo through the 

transport chain from one end to the other, as a port is the intersection of different modes of 

tran~portation~~. This discussion of the industry value chain will focus on government owned 

ports as opposed to privately owned ports. The discussion will also focus on regional 

distribution centre ports43, also known as load centres. These types of ports have a collection of 

specialized terminals. The Pacific North-West Ports are considered load centres as each port has 

specialized terminals. 

Ports have similar infrastructure, which includes: 

Maritime access infrastructure: channels and navigational aids; 

Port infrastructure: docks and wharves; 

Terminals: cranes and buildings; 

Land access: road and rail connections; and 

Other facilities: such as offices and other commercial operations. 

How a port manages the infrastructure will distinguish it from other ports. For example, 

in Canada, a port authority is responsible for ongoing maintenance dredging in order to ensure 

that existing ships can continue to enter a port safely. If a port authority neglects to perform the 

dredging service, some ships may not be able to enter the port, which would, in turn, affect the 

shipping lines' and stevedoring company's operations. In the US, the US Army Corps of 

Engineers is responsible for the cost of dredging. It may allow a port authority to perform the 

work on a cost recovery basis. This is discussed in further detail in Section 2.4.2. 

42 "Integrated Logistics Market", Maritime Monitor, January 2002, 
<http:Nimaritime.comlresources/resear~h~monitor/chieves/~ an2002llogistics2002.asp>. 

43 Long 22 1. 



In addition to maintenance dredging, a port authority may also dredge to deepen a 

channel to allow larger ships to enter. If a ship can enter a port but not dock, depending on the 

lease arrangements between a port authority and a stevedoring company, either one may be 

responsible for the cost of the dredging. In recent developments, Canadian port authorities have 

attributed dredging costs to the stevedoring company. 

Though dredging may sound like a routine activity, it can cause environmental problems. 

Any contaminated material that may be in the sediment will be disturbed and released into the 

marine environment. Once the dredging begins, the sediment must be relocated somewhere. The 

most cost efficient means is ocean dumping, but this may not be allowed depending on the nature 

of the contamination level in the sediment. If the contamination is above a certain level, the 

sediment must be dumped on land at a special contamination site. This adds costs to the overall 

dredging budget. 

As shown in Figure 8 - Industry Value chainu, a port is a key link in the intermodal 

chain. As such, a port must take measures to assists its customers, i.e. the shipping lines and 

other stakeholders, to combat increased competition and adjust to new trends. In 1999, the 

President and Chief Executive Officer of the Montreal Port Authority summarized the role of a 

port authority as follows: 

To meet their demands (he is referring to shippers), all pieces of the intermodal 
puzzle must fit together easily. Ports must continue to play a key leadership role 
in intermodal transport and be the glue that holds the intermodal chain together. 
They must ensure that everyone - shipping line and agencies, terminal operators 
and stevedores, railways, trucking, employers, labour, in short, all those on land 
and on water involved in the transport of goods - continues to work together to 
strengthen every link in the intermodal chain45. 

(Initialized author's notes) 

44 Figure by author, based on work of M.E. Porter, Competitive advantage: creating and sustaining superior 
performance. (New York. The Free Press 1988). 

45 Logistics Quarterly, The role of Ports in Intermodal Transport, October 1999 volume 5, issue 3. 



Figure 8 - Industry Value Chain 

a n  r k a n d  I~inal 
Trans rtation Terminal Trans rtation Terminal Transportation Location 

Though the industry value chain appears to be a simple one, it is actually complex. If 

one of the links is weak or fails to perform, then the whole logistics chain becomes inefficient. 

An arrival of a ship at a container terminal should coincide with the arrival of trains and trucks to 

deliver out- bound containers and to take away in-bound containers in order to have a just-in- 

time delivery. If any component is significantly late, then the chain becomes inefficient. The 

port's main customer, the shipping line, may look to alternative ports to ensure timely delivery of 

its customers' goods. 

2.2 Overview of the Container Industry 

The container industry is a relatively new industry. The first deep-sea container service 

was developed out of necessity in 19666. Prior to 1966, most general cargo was loose cargo, 

such as individual packages, boxes and the like, each of which was handled and stowed 

separately. The cost associated with loading and unloading the loose cargo became increasingly 

uneconomical for the shipping lines, which were unable to deliver general cargo and to maintain 

a reasonable profit. Containerization was developed to speed up the flow of cargo. Shipping 

general cargo in TEUs, which a ship, train car and a truck were able to easily load and unload, 

made the delivery of the general cargo from point of origin to final destination economical. 

Since 1966, the world container market has been growing at an amazing rate. By 1980, 

23 % of the world general cargo was containerized. In 2003, approximately 75% of the world 

general cargo was containerized47. With the growth in containerization, the main ports on the 

West Coast of North America, namely, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Oakland, Tacoma, Seattle and 

46 Martin Stopford, Maritime Economics, (2* Ed.) ( New York, New York: Routledge.1997): 18. 

47 John Vickerrnan, 'Marine Terminal Design and Container Handling Systems", Presentation to the 16' 

Marine Terminal Management Training Program, Fort Lauderdale, Florida ,23 February 2004: slide 39. 



Vancouver, are predicted to have significant capacity problems by 2 0 1 0 ~ ~ .  To address this 

capacity issue, the POV has announced plans, over the next decade, to expand its container 

facilities so the POV can a triple its annual container handling capacity from 1.7 million TEUs to 

approximately 5 million T E U S ~ ~ .  The Port of Tacoma recently announced plans to spend more 

than $200 million US to build what would be the largest container terminal north of Los Angeles, 

California to address the potential capacity issue50. 

The Pacific North-West Ports' main trading areas are Asia (mainly ChinaIHong Kong, 

Japan, South Korea and Taiwan) and Oceania (a name used for varying groups of islands in the 

Pacific Ocean, including New Zealand and Australia), with 95% of the POV containerized cargo 

coming from those areas51. With the economic growth rate in China growing at 10.7% for the 

first three months of 2004, the expectation is that the container traffic growth for the Pacific 

North-West Ports will continue to grow52. 

Figure 9 - West Coast Container Traffic shows the percentage of container traffic for 

each major west coast port of North America. Presently, the POV has a greater share of the west 

coast container volumes than Tacoma and Seattle. One of the reasons the POV's percentage is 

greater than the other two ports, is due to the development of Deltaport, which has allowed the 

POV to capture the Canadian and some US bound contained3. 

For the purposes of Figure 9 - West Coast Container Traffic, VPA only uses foreign 

laden containers. The reason relates to the US' Jones Act of 191754 and related statutes. These 

statutes, known as cabotage laws, require that ships used to transport cargo and passengers 

- - 

48 Vickerman slide 43. 

49 Glen Korstrorn, 'The Port of Vancouver", Business in Vancouver, April 20-26,2004, Special 
Publication: S8. 

50 "Port of Tacoma plans major terminal", Associated Press 02 March 2004: 12. 

51 0' Keefe 6. 

52 "Is China's economy overheating?', SINA.com, 7 May 2004, chttp://english.sina.com/special- 
report/oversheat.shtm>: 1. 

53 "US Ports fear success of Canadian Waterfront", OnlineMarine.com, 13 October 2002, 
<http://onlinemariner.yellowbrix.com/pages/onlinemariner/Sto.nsp?stoid=33598 l o b .  

54 Jones Act, Mar.2, 1917, Ch.145. 



between U.S. ports must be owned by U.S. citizens, built in U.S. shipyards, and manned by U.S. 

citizen crews. According to the Maritime Cabotage Task Force, the cabotage laws are the 

foundation of the US maritime industry, the largest and most vital sector in the US merchant 

marine and a key link in the America's intermodal transportation networkss. Since no foreign 

shipping line can compete in the US internal market, the POV has elected to compare foreign 

laden containers in its comparison of container traffic for the west coast ports. 

Figure 9 - West Coast Container TrafJic 

.OS ANGELES LONGIEACH VANCOUVER OAKLAND TACOMA SEATTLE PORTLAND SAN 
FRANCISCO 

The increase in the number and size of container ships being built is adding to the 

container growth. The average Panamax class ship can carry approximately 4,000 T E U S ~ ~ .  

However, the majority of the post-Panamax class ships that were ordered in 2001 were designed 

ss 'The Jones Act: Fact and Fiction", Maritime Cabotage Task Force, 25 June 2004, 
<http:llwww.mctf.com/jonesact.htm>. 

Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Annual Container Market, Review and Forecast 200312004 (London: 
Drewry Shipping Consultants: 2003) 233. 



to handle 5,000 plus T E U S ~ ~ .  With respect to the increase in the size of ships, the challenges 

facing stevedoring companies will be their ability to unload and load the ships efficiently and 

allow the ships to berth at the terminal, especially with the depth of the ocean at the dock being a 

potential issue. 

To facilitate the increased size of the ships, ports and stevedoring companies have been 

ordering new cranes in order to load and unload the new ships efficiently. The cost of new 

cranes has increased dramatically. The first cranes were built in the 1960's at a cost of 

approximately $750,000 ~ ~ 5 8 .  In the fall of 2003, the estimated cost of a crane was 

approximately $8 million ~anadian59. Thus the decision to order new cranes to meet the 

anticipated increased size of ships is an expensive proposition. The Port of Seattle recently 

purchased three new cranes, at a cost of $7.83 million US each, which are capable of unloading 

and loading ships 22 containers wide. These ships have not yet been built60. 

For the next three years, North America's container industry growth forecast remains 

strong, with growth forecast to be 5.7% for 2004,7.9% for 2005 and 5.4% for 200tj61. 

Accordingly, ports must have their facilities managed properly to ensure the efficient movement 

of containers. A port authority and a stevedoring company both have similar roles. Both act as 

facilitators in the movement of goods in the supply chain, therefore, the goals are aligned. The 

more TEUs that are destined for a port, the more TEUs will be delivered through container 

terminals, and ultimately more financial rewards to each entity. 

VPA is no longer involved in the stevedoring role. The POV has three container 

terminals for a combined total of 308 acres and 6 berths. TSI Terminal Systems Inc, a subsidiary 

of Orient Overseas (International) Limited, operates the Deltaport and Vanterm container 

terminals. P&O Ports, through its subsidiary P&O Ports Canada, operates Centerm. Neither of 

- 

57 Vickerrnan slide 64. 

58 Vickerman slide 84. 

59 "TSI orders giant new cranes", National Wide News Service, 15 November 2003, < 
http://www.nationwidenews.ca/archives/2003ll .htd>.  

60 Port of Seattle, "New Container Cranes, Press Release, 5 June 2004 
<http://www.portseattle.org/seaport/cargo/newcranes.shtd>. 

61~rewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Annual Container Market, Review and Forecast 34. 



these companies operate in the ports of Seattle nor Tacoma. VPA is fortunate to have a global 

stevedoring company like P&O Ports and a global camer company like Orient Overseas 

(International) Limited operating at P O V ~ ~ .  The recognition that these global companies provide 

the POV is important. These global companies bring their world experience and knowledge to 

the POV and the arrival also signals to the world that the POV is a reputable port and a place that 

is open for business. 

2.3 Chart 

Figure 10 - Pacific North-West Container Terminal Industry 2004 chart shows how 

competitive the container terminal industry is in 2 ~ ~ ~ .  The industry analysis will only look at 

the competitiveness between the ports of Seattle, Tacoma, and Vancouver as all three offer 

similar features to a stevedoring company. The industry analysis will not look at the other 

British Columbian ports, as these ports are not presently seen as competitors for deep-sea 

container operations. 

62 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., World Container Terminal, Global Growth and Private Profit 55. 

63 Chart by author, based on work of Michael Porter's, "How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy", Harvard 
Business Review, March - April 1979. 
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2.3.1 Brief Description of Ports of Seattle and Tacoma 

The Port of Seattle is located in downtown Seattle, Washington. The port is a municipal 

corporation with a five-member commission elected to administer the affairs of the port. The 

Port of Seattle derives its income from operations, property taxes, revenue bonds, Government 

Bonds and grants. The Port of Seattle provides all services with its own employees except for 

the stevedoring services. The Port of Seattle has container, cruise, and break bulk (including 

grain) terminals. The three container terminals, Terminals 5, 18 and 46, have a combined total of 

466 acres and 10 berths. They are managed as follows: 

Eagle Marine Services manages Terminal 5 and also manages terminals in Los Angeles and 

Oakland. 

SSA Terminals, which is the largest US based stevedoring company, with operations on the 

west and east coasts of the US, manages Terminal 18. 

Total Terminals Inc. manages Terminal 46 and also manages terminals at Long Beach and 

Oakland. 

These three terminals handle a number of shipping lines. Recently, the Port of Seattle upgraded 

Container Terminal 46 as part of a $71 US upgrade. This included the installation of three new 

cranes capable of unloading and loading extra load-sized ships that have not yet been builtM. 

The annual TEU volume is now approximately 1.3 million TEUs. 

The Port of Tacoma is also a municipal corporation. Like the Port of Seattle, a board of 

commissioners, elected by the Pierce County voters, handles the affairs of the port and its income 

is essentially derived from the same means. The main difference between the two ports is the 

Port of Tacoma leases facilities to others but reserves the right to operate a terminal65. The Port 

of Tacoma has container, bulk, gypsum, and break bulk (including grain) terminals. The four 

container terminals have a combined total area of 320 acres and 7 berths. The names of the 

containers terminals are: 

Port of Seattle, "New Container Cranes, Press Release, 5 June 2004 
<http://www.portseatt1e.org/seaport/cargo/newcranes.shtm1>. 

65 IBI Group Ltd., Association of Canadian Port Authorities Report on Competitiveness of Canadian Ports, 
(Vancouver, IBI Group, 23 September 2002): 23. 



Evergreen Terminal - operated for the benefit of the Evergreen Shipping Company. 

Husky Terminal - operated for the benefit of the K-Line Shipping Company. 

Hyundai TerminalJWashington Limited Terminal - operated for the benefit of the Hyundai 

Merchant Marine Company. 

APM Terminal- operated for the benefit of MaersWSealand and for Horizon Lines, which 

services Alaska, Hawaii and Guam. 

These terminals are operated for the benefit of global carriers. In the Port of Seattle, 

independent stevedoring companies operate the container terminals. Recently, the Port of 

Tacoma announced an upgrade to the Husky Terminal allowing it to use the land more 

efficiently66. The annual TEU volume is approximately 1.5 million TEUs. 

Both the Port of Seattle and the Port of Tacoma are aggressively targeting the container 

industry with expansions to the container terminals and upgrades to the intermodal facilities at 

both ports. These developments illustrate the strategic planning to capture future container 

business. 

2.3.2 Ports of British Columbia 

There are five main ports on British Columbia's west coast: POV, Fraser Port, North 

Fraser Port, the Port of Prince Rupert, and the Port of Victoria. Both the Fraser Port and the 

North Fraser Port are located on the Fraser River. The area at the mouth of the Fraser River can 

support a deep-sea terminal67 and the remainder of the Fraser River is not deep and wide enough 

to support a deep-sea terminal. The Fraser River Port Authority recently announced an 

expansion to its main container terminal to allow it to reach a capacity of 415,000 TEUs per 

66 Port of Tacoma, I.T.S. and Port of Tacoma reach agreement in principle on Hush Terminal Expansion, 
Press Release, 26 May 2004 < http://www.p0rtoftacoma.com/newsreleases.c?sub=68&lsub=591>. 

67 Alan Daniels, 'Terminal Velocity", Materials Management 8 Distribution, Canada's Supplv Chain 
Magazine, May 2004: 14. 



a n n ~ m ~ ~ .  This may cause rivalry with VPA. However, for the container industry analysis, the 

ports on the Fraser River are not considered rivals. 

Although the Port of Prince Rupert is a deep-sea port, it presently does not have the 

infrastructure in place to handle the container ships. The Prince Rupert Port Authority has 

selected the New Jersey based Maher Terminals to development a state-of-art container terminal. 

The terminal will be built in phases, with the first phase opening late 2006 and the second phase 

opening in 2009. When completed, the terminal will have capacity to handle 1.2 million TEUs 

per annum69. The total time to ship goods through the Port of Prince Rupert is 1.5 days faster 

than any west coast port70. However, there are several major hurdles facing this development, 

the main one being competitive rail service. Until these issues are resolved, the Port of Prince 

Rupert is not considered a rival. 

Finally, the Port of Victoria is not considered a rival either as Victoria is located on an 

island. Even if the Port of Victoria attempted to lure stevedoring companies away from the POV, 

they would have a difficult time as the goods would have to be shipped across the Strait of 

Georgia. The added cost would not justify a global stevedoring company to locate in Victoria. 

For these reasons, the ports located in British Columbia are not seen as competitors to 

the deep-sea container business, however, regional competition among the ports is an issue. 

Given the high cost of developing a terminal, there will be synergies gained if the five port 

authorities were either amalgamated into one port authority, or the authorities developed a 

common vision for development of a regional port system. In doing so, the five port authorities 

could develop their respective ports in the best interests of Canada and compete with the 

American ports, as opposed with each other. For example, since the Port of Prince Rupert is the 

closest port to the huge liquefied natural gas ("LNG) production projects in the Middle East, 

Indonesia and Australia, it may be more suited to focus on developing LNG terminals as opposed 

68 Bill DiBenedetto and Alan Daniels, "Western Canada ports: Commercial and trade engines", Pacific 
Shivper, 2 July 2004: 10. 

69 Bruce Constantineau, "Prince Rupert plans $500m port expansion", Vancouver Sun, 27 July 2004: Al .  

70 Brian Lewis, "Prince Rupert terminal is a go", Vancouver Sun, 18 June 2004: A49. 



to container terminals71. In addition, since the Fraser River Port has to dredge the Fraser River 

to allow for the larger ships, perhaps it should focus on other business72. These are just a few 

examples on how the British Columbian ports could work together. 

2.4 Rivalry Among Existing Competitors 

"Moderate" 

With growth in the container industry forecast to increase and with limited capacity of 

existing container terminals, existing competitors have to increase the productivity level of 

existing container terminals in order to attract more business. Thus, stevedoring companies and 

port authorities are jointly finding ways to improve the movement of containers. 

2.4.1 Homogenous Product 

Although the development of the containers in the 1960's facilitated trade, this made 

container terminals a homogenous product. The design and operation of a container terminal is a 

complex task but the overall design is similar. In designing a standard container terminal, a 

designer would take the following factors into consideration: 

Projected Throughput of Containers: The designer looks at historical and likely trends 

together with geographic, demographic, financial, economic and commercial factors. 

Water Depth at the dock: The post-Panamax ships are bigger with larger keels. The designer 

must ensure the water depth at the dock face will be deep enough to allow the post-Panamax 

ships to dock. 

Quay Design: This quay is where the interface between the ship and the land occurs. The 

quay must be designed to handle design loads. The fendering system must also be 

incorporated into the quay design. 

Container Yard: The yard is designed to meet the projected throughput of containers. The 

yard is typically defined by the number of terminal ground slots ("TGS"), which is the 

footprint of a TEU. In determining TGS, a designer looks at dwell time (average time a TEU 

is stored), stacking heights, split between empty and full containers, split between 

refrigerated and non-refrigerated containers and split between import and export. 

Lewis Ritchie, "New gas terminal investigated for Rupert", Daily News, 2 July 2004: 1 .  
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Intermodal Connections: A designer must make allowances for rail tracks and the number of 

rail cars to service the rail companies and roads to service the trucking companies. The 

design needs to ensure that the desired flow and circulation of these vehicles are achieved. 

Buildings: The buildings typically include an administration building, workshop, canteen 

and amenities, container freight station (warehouse for loading and unloading containers), 

verification (customs) building, and gatehouse function. 

Services: Key services include an electrical sub-station, electrical cabling, lighting, fire 

system, fresh water supply, storm water drainage, communications, and water waste 

treatment. 

The homogenous nature of container terminals was illustrated during the long shore 

workers strike at 29 west coast (US) ports in the fall of 2002. Some shipping lines easily moved 

their business to the POV and, as a result, the Port of Seattle lost business to the P O V ~ ~ .  

The public probably perceives the rivalry between the ports as gentlemanly. During the 

strike in 2002, officials at the POV insisted that they would not use this strike in their marketing 

efforts. VPA's President and Chief Executive Officer advised that VPA had sent letters to its 

stevedoring companies stating that the POV would not be accepting any new cargo originally 

bound for the US. During the strike, the Port of Seattle officials acknowledged that the POV had 

come from nowhere to become a serious rival. The strike helped clarify the rival issue for the 

Port of Seattle officials. During the April 2004 British Columbia tug and barge strike, incoming 

ships to the POV were diverted to the ports of Tacoma and ~ e a t t l e ~ ~ .  Although it is easy for 

shipping lines to move between ports, the ports do not appear, on the surface, to be aggressively 

marketing their port at the expense of another. 

Once designed and then built, any given container terminal is capable of handling the 

same products as another container terminal. Thus, the distinguishing factor between one 

terminal and another, among other factors, will be the operational efficiency of the stevedoring 

72 DiBenedetto and Daniels 10. 

73 "US Ports fear success of Canadian Waterfront", OnlineMarine.com, 13 October 2002, 
<http://onlinemariner.yellowbrix.codpage~/0nlinemariner/Sto.nsp?stoid=33598 106>. 

74 "B.C. tug and barge strike ends", Todav's Trucking, 25 April 2004, 
<ht tp: / /www.todays tru~king .coddisp lay~?ID=3 1 12>. 



company. With the advancement in technology for terminal management and the increased size 

of cranes, a newly constructed or recently refurnished container terminal should have a 

competitive advantage over its competitors. However, since the technology is easily copied, the 

advantage may be short-lived. In the POV, both P&O Ports and TSI Terminals elected to 

upgrade their existing facilities at the same time. The stevedoring companies hope to make the 

container terminals more efficient, in an attempt to gain a competitive edge over the competition 

or at least remain at the same competitive level. 

2.4.2 High Fixed Costs 

Once a container terminal is built, costs associated with maintaining the terminal are 

split between the port authority and the stevedoring company. A port authority is responsible for 

the maintenance-dredging, repair caused by subsidence and caissons maintenance. Maintaining 

the depth at the berth may require dredging of the berth from time to time. Since terminals are 

located near or on the ocean, there could be subsidence of the terminal foundation from time to 

time. Depending on the severity of the subsidence, the cost could be great. Finally, the berth is 

supported by caissons, which may need repair over the life of the lease. 

The stevedoring company is typically responsible for all other costs associated with the 

maintenance of a terminal. These costs include maintenance of the cranes, pavement, buildings 

and services. The stevedoring company may also be responsible for dredging to increase the 

depth at the berth and allow larger ships to dock at its terminal. This latter term is subject to 

negotiations between the parties and the cost is reflected in the amount of rent the stevedoring 

company pays to the port authority. 

The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma have an advantage over the POV when it comes to the 

cost of dredging. In the US, with respect to dredging operations, under US federal law, the US 

Army Corps of Engineers bears the legal responsibility for dredging and maintenance of US 

ports75. In some cases the ports themselves will actually conduct their own dredging operations, 

but this is done on a cost-recovery basis under which the US Army Corps of Engineers 

effectively contracts out its dredging obligation to the port. The US Army Corps of Engineers 



will reimburse the port for all the costs associated with it undertaking its own dredging. In 

Canada, either the port authority or the stevedoring company has to pay for the cost of dredging. 

This gives the Ports of Tacoma and Seattle an advantage over the POV. 

2.4.3 Declining Switching Costs 

If the container terminal is built and is ready to be operated, subject to minor repairs, the 

cost for a stevedoring company to move from one location to another, other than terminating any 

legal obligations they may have at another terminal, will be based on the cost to move their 

personnel and office. Assuming the container terminal has been designed as described in Section 

2.4.1, the container terminal should have the necessary infrastructure to allow the stevedoring 

company to service its customers, the shipping lines, in an efficient and effective manner, 

without any major expense being incurred. 

2.4.4 Government Regulations 

The purpose of the North American Free Trade Act ("NAFTA") is to eliminate barriers 

and facilitate cross-border movement of goods and services between Canada, US and ~ e x i c o ~ ~ .  

However, with the events of September 11,2001, security has been increased at the 

CanadianIAmerican borders and ports. On July 1,2004, the International Ship and Port Security 

Code ("ISPS") came into force for countries that signed the International Maritime Organization 

~greement~7. Both the US and Canada are signatories and each implemented regulations, which 

75 "Dredging", United States Army Corps of Engineers, 15 July 2004, 
<http://www.iwr.usace.army .rnillndc/dredge/dredge.htrn>. 

76 "NAFTA", LEXIS-NEXIS.com, 25 May 2004,chttp:Nsupport.Lexi- 
nexis.com/lawschool/record.asp?ArticleID=s~ple~se~ches~na~. 

77 Korstrom S 1 1. 



are even stricter then the ISPS code7g. On June 30,2004, VPA announced that the POV was 

ISPS compliant79. 

Among other things, ISPS requires that all employees working at cargo handling 

companies must have identification cards. If they do not have identification cards, ships that 

dock at the POV could be barred from entering the Unites States and vice versa. In order to 

ensure compliance with ISPS, the US government has already agreed to pay $1.1 billion 

American, to assist in the cost to provide security upgrades to American ports. The Canadian 

government has agreed to fund an approximately $1 15 million dollar costg0, retroactive to April 

1,2004 to assist in the cost to provide security upgrades to Canadian ports. Any costs incurred 

prior to April 1,2004, and any additional costs, will be absorbed by the ports and stevedoring 

companies. 

In addition to the above, in January 2002, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

agency implemented the Container Security Initiative ("CSI")gl. CSI's purpose is to allow US 

agents to examine maritime containers at foreign ports before the containers enter the US. The 

US also implemented a reciprocal program, allowing foreign countries to do the same. Canada 

has elected to send its agents to the US ports. As part of Canada's Advance Commercial 

Information initiative ("ACI"), all shipping lines exporting to Canada must provide a cargo report 

to the respective customs agencies at least 24 hours before cargo is loaded at the point of 

origing2. The US has a similar rule, if the shipping lines do not provide the cargo report 24 hours 

in advance, they risk being fined and also being barred from entry to the respective countryg3. 

78 Tanada goes beyond ISPS requirement", Faimlav Dailv News Service, 27 May 2004, 
<www.fairplay.co.uk>. 

79 Vancouver Port Authority, Port of Vancouver meets new international securitv standards, continues to 
investments in security initiatives, Press Release, 30 June 2004 
<http://www.portvancouver.com/media/news~20040630-2.html>. 

"Security Funding $1 15 million over 3 years", West Coast Marine Securitv Newsletter, May 2004, 
Volume IV. 

g1 "Container Screening Initiative, U.S Customers and Border Protection. 15 July 2004, < 
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/enforcement/international~activities/csi/. 

82 Kevin Marron, 'Tighter security pushes shipping into 21St century", The Globe and Mail, July 4,2004: 
B11. 

g3 "Canada tightens security", Times Shi~~inc! Journal, March 2004 < 
www.tirnesb2b.com/shipping/mar2004/glob.htd]~. 



New regulations relating to the air shed quality may soon be applying to stevedoring 

companies' operations. The Greater Vancouver Regional District ("GVRD") developed the "Air 

Quality Management Plan" in order to manage the air shed in the G V R D ~ ~ .  The GVRD would 

like the plan to apply to all forms of industries. However, due to federal and provincial 

jurisdictional issues, the GVRD's plan does not apply to the stevedoring companies. In the US, 

although not a law yet, the City of Los Angeles is encouraging all shipping lines to have a system 

in place to allow the ships to tie into the Los Angeles power grid. When the ship is docked, the 

ship will use electricity as opposed to running the ships diesel enginesg5. 

There are cross border studies regarding the air shed of the Georgia Basinfiget 

~oundg6. Eventually, air shed related rules and regulations would apply to the shipping lines and 

to the stevedoring companies. When this occurs, each company will incur additional costs to 

comply with the new air shed regulations. If the air shed regulations are more restrictive in 

Canada, the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma could market themselves as a business friendly port, to 

the detriment of the POV. This would lead to increase rivalry between the ports. 

The government regulations may influence a stevedoring company's decision to locate in 

Canada or the US. If shipping lines are delivering goods that are destined to the eastern US and 

they feel that the US is contemplating further border security procedures or unreasonable air shed 

regulations, the shipping lines may elect to use an American port for the comfort of knowing that 

their goods will not be potentially delayed at the Canada/US border. 

2.4.5 ~S/Canaria Exchange Rate 

The exchange rate is an important factor in assessing the competitiveness of the Pacific 

Northwest Ports. A recent article states that the Canadian currency (at that time 63 cents US) 

84 "Air Quality Management Plan", Greater Vancouver Regional District, 15 July 2004, < 
http://www.gvrd.bc.ca/air/planning_plans.htm>. 

85 "Plug-in ships at LA", Faimlav Dailv News Service, 18 June 2004 <www.fairplay.co.uk>. 

86 Andrew Green, "Marine Vessel Air Emissions: Environment Canada Efforts", Environment Canada, 9 
June 2004, < http://www.portvancouver.com/the~port/docs/Marine~Vessel~Air~E~ssions.pdf>. 



gave Canadian ports an advantage over American ports87. To determine the exchange rate, 

which would neutralize this advantage over American ports, VPA attempted to normalize costs 

between the various ports. Once the costs had been normalized, VPA then applied different 

exchange rates to the costs to determine the exchange that would make the costs equivalent. The 

costs VPA took into consideration were cargo charges, such as stevedoring and wharfage and 

ships' charges, such as pilotage, tugs, lines handling fees, harbour dues, customs fees, and 

berthage. The determination was  a difficult one, but with the Canadian dollar at 80 cents US, the 

POV's advantage, as a result of the exchange rate, would be neutralized. Thus, the exchange rate 

will have influence on a global stevedoring company's decision to locate in Canada or the US. 

For 2004, the average exchange rate has been approximately 75 cents US, still giving VPA an 

element of advantage over the Ports of Seattle and ~ a c o m a ~ ~ .  

2.5 Threat of Entry 

"Low to Moderate " 

The threat of entry is not from a private company or individual but rather another port 

authority. The cost to construct a new terminal or convert an existing bulk terminal to a 

container terminal is expensive. The reason the threat of entry is low to moderate is due to the 

political agenda. If a government wants to develop a region, then the entry may happen through 

government assistance, not purely for financial reasons. 

2.5.1 High Cost of Construction and Capital Reinvestment 

The cost to develop a new container terminal or convert an existing bulk terminal to a 

container terminal is high. At Roberts Bank, in Delta British Columbia, the cost to build a new 

container terminal, including land reclamation, could be as much as $700 million Canadian. The 

cost to add an additional berth at an existing container terminal at Deltaport is anticipated to cost 

$225 million ~ a n a d i a n ~ ~ .  To convert an existing bulk terminal, the terminal has to be realigned 

87 "US Ports fear success of Canadian Waterfront", OnlineMarine.com, 13 October 2002, 
<http://onlinemariner.yellowbrix.com~pagesonlinemner/Sto.nsp?stoid=33598 106>. 

87 Jones Act, Mar.2, 1917, Ch. 145. 

88 "Exchange Rates", Bank of Canada, 15 July 2004 <http://www.bankofcanada.ca/en/can~us~close.ht~. 

89 Korstrom S8. 



to allow for the maximum number of TGS, new rail configuration and gate confirmation to name 

a few. To do the construction, the cost would be in the tens of millions of dollars. If VPA 

elected to commence with either one of the developments, VPA would easily reach its borrowing 

maximum as set out in its LP. VPA could not take on any more developments. However, the 

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma do not have this restriction. This gives the Ports of Seattle and 

Tacoma an advantage over the POV when it comes to developing new terminals. 

The cost to increase capacity at an existing container terminal is substantially less. 

However, the cost is still significant. P&O Ports recently announced their plans to modernize its 

combined bulk and container terminal located at Centerm costing approximately $130 Million 

CanadiangO. This latter cost is in addition to the cost incurred in building the terminal. Finally, 

with added government regulations, especially relating to security, stevedoring companies are 

forced to spend extra money to comply with the regulations to ensure that their customers are 

being efficiently serviced. 

As for the political agenda, both the British Columbian government and Canadian 

Federal government have pledged money to the Prince Rupert port authority to encourage 

development of a container terminal. On its own, the Prince Rupert port authority may not be 

able to justify the cost to build a new container terminal, but with government assistance, the 

concept of building a container terminal is possible. 

Typically, ports have a limited amount of existing land available for new terminals. A 

new container terminal would have to be developed at the expense of converting an existing bulk 

terminal, purchasing new lands or reclaiming land. The difficulty with the latter is the 

environmental concerns both in Canada and the US. To obtain environmental clearance in 

Canada involves a long, costly and difficult process. The process is more difficult if the lands 

are not federal real property. Although it is beyond the scope of this analysis, it is appropriate to 

mention the various government agencies that need to be contacted to obtain approval for land 

reclamation: Federal Department of Fisheries, Environment Canada, Provincial Ministry of 

Water, Land and Air, Greater Vancouver Regional District, the local government, and First 

Nations. 

90 Christopher Donville, "P&O Ports to spend $130 million to double terminal capacity", Vancouver Sun, 
24 March 2004: D l .  



2.5.2 Availability and Low Cost of Capital 

The availability of capital varies between American ports and Canadian ports. American 

ports typically have the availability to raise capital through different means, such as port 

revenues, general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, loans, grants and other revenue (which 

includes the right to levy property taxes outside of the port). In Canada, ports have a much more 

restrictive availability to raise capital. The ports are restricted to port revenues and debt 

financing up to the borrowing limits as set out in the letters patent of a port authority. The 

American ports can develop all aspects of their respective ports, including the container 

terminals, without any borrowing restrictions unlike the POV. If VPA elects to use all its 

borrowing capacity to construct a container terminal, then VPA cannot build or modify any other 

terminal other than through cash flow. This availability to raise capital by American ports and 

no restrictions on funding gives the American ports a competitive advantage over the POV. 

The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma are able to access federal and state grants to assist in 

the development of a terminal. However, VPA cannot access grants. The present interpretation 

of the CMA is that the Federal Government is not able to make any appropriation to VPA to 

allow it to discharge an obligation or a debt. In other words, the Federal Government cannot give 

money to VPA to allow VPA to pay off any of its debt. Like the restriction on borrowing limits, 

this restriction does not allow VPA access to Federal infrastructure funding to pay off an 

obligation or debt even though the infrastructure projects may be have been for the betterment of 

Canada as a whole. 

The American government's ability to provide subsidies does not violate NAFTA. 

Although NAFTA's purpose is to eliminate barriers to trade, it does not apply to subsidies. 

While port services fall within the scope of NAFTA Chapter Twelve, which addresses trade in 

services, Article 1201(2) provides that Chapter Twelve does not apply to subsidies or grants 

provided by a party, including government-sponsored loans, guarantees and insurance. 

Therefore, for the foreseeable future, the American ports can receive subsidies and grants 

without being in violation of NAFTA. 



The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma are not required to pay a stipend or income tax to the 

federal government. By not paying any money to the US government, the ports can use this 

capital to develop their ports. However, VPA must pay to the Canadian Federal Government an 

annual stipend. This places the POV at a competitive disadvantage with respect to the Ports of 

Seattle and Tacoma as these ports can use all of their capital to improve the ports. 

With interest rates at historic lows, port authorities are able to embark on capital projects 

with less interest expense to account for in their financial projectionsg1. The Ports of Seattle and 

Tacoma anticipate capital expenditures of $1.2 billion US during the period 2001 - 2005. These 

ports only spent $943 million during the period 1996 - 2000g2. Eight of the biggest ports in 

Canada, by contrast, will only spend approximately $701 million dollars during the period 2001 - 

200593. 

2.6 Bargaining Power of Customers 

"Moderate to High " 

The stevedoring companies' customers have options available to them on selecting the 

appropriate container terminal through which their goods are channelled. The efficiency of the 

container terminal is a critical factor in the customers' decisions. The main customer of a 

stevedoring company is the shipping line. However, a stevedoring company is a customer of a 

port. To understand the power of a shipping line, it would be prudent to discuss the power of a 

global stevedoring company as well as the shipping lines. 

2.6.1 Global Stevedoring Companies 

The main five global stevedoring companies are: Hutchison Ports Holdings, PSA 

Corporation (Port of Singapore Authority), APM Terminals, P&O Ports and ~ u r o ~ a t e 9 ~ .  A port 

9 l " T ~  economists expect steep interest-rate rise: prime at 6% by end of 2005", Yahoo!News, 24 June 
2004, <http://story .news. yahoo.com~news?tmpl=sto&cid= 182 1 &e= 16&u=/cpress/td-rate-forecasu. 

92 IBI Group Ltd. 3. 

93 IBI Group Ltd. 17. 

g4 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals : Profit, Performance and Prospects table 
6.25. 



authority will entertain local representatives, but to capture the global market and to be 

recognized as a world-class port, a port authority would like to have one or more of the big five 

global stevedoring companies operating at its port. 

The big five have sufficient bargaining power when entering into a new market. 

Typically, the big five global stevedoring companies will have contracts with one of the shipping 

alliances (discussed in 2.6.2 Shipping Lines). The stevedoring companies will have a working 

relationship with both the railway companies and trucking companies to allow them to have 

access to the container terminal. The contract between the shipping alliance and stevedoring 

company should help increase the volume of TEUs to be delivered at a port. In turn, both the 

port authority and the stevedoring company should have increased profitability. Thus, a global 

stevedoring company has leverage when negotiating a lease with a port authority. As a result of 

the contract between the shipping lines and the stevedoring company, the stevedoring company 

may be able to direct business to the port that may not otherwise have materialized. 

2.6.2 Shipping Lines 

The shipping lines and shipping line alliances have great bargaining power with both the 

port authorities and the stevedoring companies. The shipping lines and shipping line alliances 

have contractual relationships with stevedoring companies, rail companies and trucking 

companies. Shipping lines typically coordinate the movement of goods from point of origin to 

the final destinationg5. Thus, the shipping line will choose a container terminal that will get 

containers to the end user at the most competitive rates and time-sensitive delivery. If there are 

problems with the intermodal facilities at one container terminal, the shipping line can elect to 

call at another container terminal to ensure that its customers' goods are delivered on time and at 

cost. 

The development of container terminals gave the shipping lines more power. The 

shipping line can easily switch from one location to another, as container terminals have become 

homogenous. The standardized containers make it easy for shipping lines to relocate as the 

shipping line does not need a specially built terminal to load and unload its containers. To 

95 Long 170. 



unload a ship at one terminal as opposed to another, does not require any special equipment. In 

addition, trucks and rail cars both have the appropriate equipment to handle the containers. 

Thus, the switching costs for the shipping lines are low. 

Shipping lines have formed alliances and the biggest alliances are: 

Grand Alliance: P&O Nedlloyd, Hapag-Lloyd, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Line and Orient 

Overseas Container Lines. 

Hanjin ShippingJUnited Arab Shipping Independent Carriers Alliance: CMA CGM Line, 

CSAV - (Compania Sud American de Vapores), Hanjin Shipping Company, Montemar 

Maritime and Zim Container. 

New World Alliance: APL, Hyundai Merchant Marine and Mitsui O.S.K. 

Maersk Sealand. 

CKYHS Alliance: COSCO Container Lines, "K" Line, Yang Ming, Hanjin Shipping and 

Senator ~ines96. 

The alliances have significant power in negotiating rates with ports and stevedoring 

companies as the alliances represent a large buying group. In the POV for example97, New 

World Alliance members use the services of P&O Ports at Centerm. The Grand Alliance uses 

the services of TSI Terminal Services Ltd. at Deltaport and Vanterm. It is probably no 

coincidence that Grand Alliance uses TSI Terminal Services, as Orient Overseas (International) 

Limited owns both TSI Terminal Services and Orient Overseas Container Lines. 

2.6.3 Freight Forwarders 

Individual exporters and importers typically do not have the prerequisite volumes to deal 

directly with a shipping line. They normally retain the services of a freight forwarder. Freight 

forwarders are the travel agents of the freight world. They will deal directly with the shipping 

lines to get the goods from the point of origin to the final destination, at the most efficient, cost- 

96 "Steamship Alliances", Freightgate, 15 July 2004, 
<http://www.freightgate.com/resources/steamship~alliances.tet>. 



effective mode of transport and routing. When business is bad for camers, there seems to be a 

trend for freight forwarders to gain better deals with the shipping lines98. However, though this 

may be the trend, only the big freight forwarders, like Kuehne + Nagel ~ e a f r e i g h t ~ ~  and 

~ana l~ ina lm,  can influence the shipping lines as these companies forward a significant number 

of TEUs per annum to the shipping lines. Thus, the power these entities have with respect to a 

stevedoring company, is indirect as their relationship is with the shipping line. However, what a 

freight forwarder typically wants from a stevedoring company is equipment availability, low 

lossldamage, and convenient pick-up timeslol. 

2.6.4 Residents 

Though not direct customers, residents near the ports are attempting to influence the 

development and the operations of a port. At the POV, for example, the Burrardview case 

illustrated how residents came together to lobby against the development of a concrete plant at 

the POV. The development of industrial facilities on prime waterfront property in a major urban 

setting, is not popular with residents. Resident's needs, such as quiet nights, may be 

incompatible with the operations of a port. The Ports of Auckland are experiencing the same 

issuesl02. With the demographics changing, port authorities together with stevedoring 

companies must not only address the issues on the terminal, but also offsite issues as well. 

2.7 Threat of Substitutes 

"Low to Moderate " 

Although there are other modes of transportation for containerized goods, such as 

trucking and rail, these types are more practical for short hauls on the continent as opposed to the 

97 Pervis, Dennis, "Container Shipping Lines Serving Vancouver", Ami-Food Trade Service, 18 May 2004, 
<http://atn-riae.calcanle3 108.htrn>. 

98 Long 333. 

99 Kuehne + Nagel Seafreight, 15 July 2004, < http://www.kn-portal.corn/ocean/>. 

Panalpina, 15 July 2004, < http://www.panalpina.coml/>. 

lol Long 204. 

Io2 Conversation with Rick Thompson of Ports of Auckland. 



long haul that most deep sea container ships are capable of performing. Thus, the threat of these 

types of modes of transportation to a container terminal operator is low. 

2.7.1 Alternative Trading Routes 

A new popular route for Asian exporters is to go through the Suez Canal, the 

Mediterranean Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean as opposed to the Pacific Ocean and rail across to 

Chicago. Presently, this threat is not great as world events make the Suez Canal a risky trading 

route and, in addition, the depth of the Suez Canal does not allow certain types of ships to use it. 

Shipping lines are starting to use the Panama Canal on a more frequent basis. A driving 

force behind this development is that big retailers, like Wal-Mart, Kmart, Best Buy and others 

have opened big distribution centres near east coast ports103. With the development of these 

large distribution centres also known as transloading centres, shipping lines have invested in 

expensive all-water services from Asia to the east coast via the Panama Canal. At a transloading 

centre, marine containers are emptied and the goods are transferred to trailers or land containers. 

The shipping lines like the quick turnaround of marine containers, as there is a worldwide 

shortage of marine containerslo4. If this trend of developing transload centres on the east coast 

of the US continues, this could lead to competition for west coast ports. 

2.7.2 Other Terminals 

The container industry was born out of the inefficiencies associated with the general 

cargo industry. Until the development of the TEU, most general cargo travelled as loose items 

and each item had to be packed in a cargo liner. To load and unload a ship was a labour 

intensive operation. The cargo handling costs increased to about one-quarter of the total 

shipping costslo5. If the general cargo industry could lower costs or exploit any weakness in the 

container industry, then the exporter may be convinced to use the bulk cargo method. The 

switching costs would not be great as the general cargo terminals are already built and serviced 

lo3 "West Coast Ports versus East Coast Ports", CIFFA Newsletter, May 2004: 7. 

lo4 Paul Stastny, "A Made in China Problem", Canadian Transvortation & Logistics, 1 June 2004: 10. 



via trains. The likelihood of the containers converting to general bulk cargo is low and therefore, 

the risk is low. 

2.8 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

"High " 

A container terminal is only one link in the transportation chain. A terminal assists in 

the delivery of goods from land to sea and vice versa. As such, a stevedoring company's role is 

one of facilitator. With respect to other modes of transportation, geographical direction is 

important. From North America to Asia, the substitute is limited to airlines. However, going 

south from the Pacific Northwest, the substitute modes of transportation would be airlines, 

trucking companies and rail companies. Depending on the size of the shipment, and the final 

destination, the cost may be cheaper, the same price or more costly. However, if the size of the 

shipment is large and the destination is great, the most cost effective means of transportation is 

through the use of a ship. Airfreight would deal more in specialty items and perishable goods. 

Presently, airfreight is not a threat to the container industry. 

2.8.1 Rail Lines 

Rail lines are one of the land components in the logistics chain. With the increase in 

TEUs passing through the ports, the rail line companies must also make economic decisions 

about whether to spend money to upgrade infrastructure capital at a port or at other customers' 

locations. The infrastructure would include increased rail lines to the port and increased rail 

lines for intermodal purposes. 

US Staggers ~ c t l O ~  removed almost all barriers to commercial management of railroads. 

Since the enactment, the rail industry has 35% less track, 32% fewer locomotives, 25% fewer 

railcars, 60% fewer employees but 50% more freightl07. The Canada Transvortation Act of 

lo5 Stopford 17. 

lo6 Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Pub.L. 96-448. 

lo7 Vickerman slide 105. 



m108 attempted to provide Canada's two main rail lines, Canadian National Railway 

Company ("CNR") and Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd ("CPR"), with similar competitive regime 

as the Staggers Act gave the American rail lines. This act did not provide the same benefits as 

the Staggers Act, however, it did hasten the deregulation of rail costs. 

Both CPR and CNR have reached an agreement with the US Bureau of Customs and 

Border Protection outlining the principles for targeting, screening and examining rail shipments 

transported by the Canadian carriers to the US. The principles include guidelines for collecting 

advanced electronic manifest information and installing imaging and radiation detection 

equipment at seven border crossings1 W. 

A shipping line will typically arrange for delivery of goods to the nearest rail line hub 

location. At the hub, the merchantlimporter will arrange for the delivery of the goods to the final 

location. This is called the spoke in the supply chain. This arrangement is commonly referred to 

as the "hub and spoke" arrangement. A rail line company must make a decision: increase the 

number of its container cars and the number of rail lines to handle the increased intermodal 

business or increase the number of general purpose cars to support the other demands the rail line 

companies may be experiencing from other sectors. In 1999, intermodal business for CNR 

represented only 16% of the rail lines revenue and for CPR, it represented 22%l lo. 

The Ports of Everett, Seattle and Tacoma, together with the US Federal Government, the 

State of Washington and a number of cities and counties have funded the "FAST Corridor" 

projectlll. The purpose of the project is to improve the efficiency, safety and reliability of Puget 

Sound's area road and rail networks. The project plans on spending $400 million US from 2000 

to 2006. 

log Canada Trans~ortation Act, S.C. 1996, c.10. 

lW "U.S. and Canadian Customs Agencies and Canada's Two Largest Railways Reach Agreement to 
Strengthen Security Measures for Transborder Rail Shipments", U.S Customers and Border Protection, 03 
April 2003 <www. Cbp.gov/xp/cgov/newsroom/press~release/042003/040302003.xml]>. 

lo Railway Association of Canada, A Comprehensive. National Surface Transportation Policy, 10 April 
2001, presentation at Westac < http://www.railcan.ca/documents/PowerpoinSTCApl19.ppt>. 

"FAST Corridor", Port of Tacoma, 15 July 2004 
<http://www.portoftacoma.com/whatsnew.cf ?sub=105>. 



2.8.2 Trucking Lines 

Trucking companies are another link in the logistics chain. Depending on the end 

location of the goods, the delivery of goods from the container terminal is split between trucks 

and rail and is approximately 40%/60%. Trucking companies compete with the rail lines for the 

shipment of containers to and from a terminal. However, presently, there is a shortage of truck 

drivers in North ~ m e r i c a l l ~ .  This shortage has added to the cost of a container as demand for 

truck services exceeds supply by as much as 10%. The trucking companies can add a premium 

to its service and also, be selective with whom it services. 

2.8.3 Labour 

Labour affects a container terminal both directly and indirectly. Depending on the port, 

the port could own and manage the tug boat operations, like the Ports of ~ucklandl l3 or the tug 

boat operations could be contracted to a third party to handle the tug operations for all the 

terminals in a port, much like the POV. Although the labour is not directly affecting the 

operations of a container terminal, if there is a strike or shortage of tug boat operators, it will 

affect the operations of the terminal as the ships will not be able to dock at the terminal. This, in 

turn, would affect both the export and import markets. 

Labour at the container terminal is typically unionized and the unions tend to be very 

strong114. The loading and unloading of a ship is a specialized skill and, with little competition 

nearby, the negotiating power that an union has in contract negotiations is great. There is a small 

pool of qualified workers, which gives the union power as there are no close competitors nearby 

to compete for the union members' jobs. 

112 Scott Sirnpson, "Shortage of truck drivers will result in higher prices", Vancouver Sun, 17 May 2004: 
F1. 

113 During a visit to Auckland, the Ports of Auckland provided a demonstration of their tugboats. 



2.8.4 Znsurance 

The insurance market has become a concern in the stevedoring industry. Insurers have 

been insisting on improvements in risk control and they have increased insurance premiums. The 

increase was due in part to September 11,2001. These increases have added approximately 50% 

to the terminal operator's insurance costsl15. The benchmark for all-inclusive insurance was 

approximately US $1.50 per TEU for a single site operator in 2002116. 

Figure 11 - VPA Historic Insurance Costs 

Historical Premium Trend 

1999 2001 

. Properly Premium 

l5 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit. Performance and Proswts 
section 3.2.2. 

l6 Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., Global Container Terminals: Profit. Performance and Progpects 
section 3.2.2. 



Figure 11 - VPA Historic Insurance Costs also illustrates that insurance, mainly on the 

property side, has increased significantly over the last few years. However, in a recent seminar 

hosted by Marsh Canada Limited, the representative suggested that the property insurance rates 

should be flat at worst, with a chance the rates may even decrease in 2004' 17 .  The cost of 

insurance, and the terms insurance companies are placing on policies, make insurance a 

significant factor in operating a container terminal. 

2.8.5 Off-Site Container Handling Facilities 

With the cost associated with developing waterfront container terminals, consideration 

has been given to the development of efficient off-site container handling facilities. These 

facilities will typically be built near rail lines or spurs to facilitate easy access. The facilities can 

offer competitive rates to the stevedoring companies, which should in turn lower the companies' 

overall costs associated with handling and storing containers. If a stevedoring company can lock 

a facility into a long-term contact, they will have a competitive advantage over its rival 

stevedoring company. These types of integrated off-site container handling facilities are a new 

concept and time will tell how efficient and cost effective they will be. 

2.9 Overall Assessment 

The container industry forecasts continue to indicate a significant increase in TEU 

traffic. This bodes well for stevedoring companies, shipping lines, rail companies and port 

authorities. However, with this growth come expansion pains. On the west coast of North 

America, there is already a capacity issue associated with the growth of the container traffic. 

The solution is not a quick or cheap proposition. In order to solve the container constraint issues, 

port authorities are trying to be innovative, such as finding off-site handling locations. In doing 

this, the port authority is adding value to the stevedoring companies and shipping lines as the off- 

site handling facilities add more capacity to the container terminal. This should be a cost-saving 

measure for the stevedoring company, which could be passed on to their customers. 

117 Nolan Heuchert, "Insurance Issues", Insurance Round Table Discussion, VPA Employee Forum 
Vancouver, 22 March 2004. 



2.10 Key Issues 

Key issues facing VPA relate to ensuring that there is an alignment in modes of 

transportation in the global integrated logistics chain. VPA, through its Trade Development 

Department, must have the proper market intelligence, as VPA needs to deliver a consistent 

message to all of the POV's stakeholders. If the trend for larger ships is a legitimate one, then 

VPA has to take that into consideration when building a new terminal or converting an existing 

bulk terminal. The size of ships impacts on container terminal facilities, yard space, gantry crane 

capacity and productivity, chassis logistics, computer systems and inland t ransp~r ta t ion l~~ .  

Presently, the shipping companies are ordering larger container ships to lower costs. Studies 

suggest that the largest ship designed, an 18,000 TEU ship, would have cost levels 16% less than 

an 8,000 TEU ship119. VPA has to determine that the signals the shipping lines are sending are 

correct in order to make the necessary capital investments in designing a terminal to handle such 

a large ship. 

The land transportation component is an issue for VPA. The Canadian rail companies' 

revenues from the container industry represent approximately 20% of the overall revenues. If the 

container industry continues to grow, VPA has to convince the rail companies to expand their 

rail systems to accommodate the forecasted increase in container volumes. The investment 

should not be done incrementally, but rather, immediately as the infrastructure needs prompt 

attention. VPA needs to ensure that the market intelligence is correct with respect to the 

container growth forecast as it will be relying on that intelligence to convince the rail companies 

to expand their rail systems to meet the growth. 

The other land transportation component is the trucking companies. VPA needs to work 

with the trucking industry to help solve the capacity issue with respect to a limited supply of 

qualified truck drivers. In addition, VPA needs to assist the trucking industry work with the 

Province of British Columbia to design proper trucking routes to and from the POV. The 

118 Philip Damas, ""How much bigger will boxships get?'American Shipping Journal of International 
Logistics, 4 June 2004 <http://www.americanshipper.com/paid/MAYO1/howWmuchhbigger.asp~. 

119 O'Keefe 3. 



trucking route issue is important as VPA wants to ensure that the TEUs can be delivered to and 

taken away from the POV efficiently. 

An evolving issue that VPA is facing is the conflict between residents and the operations 

of the port. To increase productivity at the container terminals, there will be increased rail and 

truck traffic at the POV. This is incompatible with residential living. Even though the POV has 

been operating for over 200 years, new residential developments are causing issues with the 

operations of the POV. VPA will have to address the residents concerns when developing new 

terminals at the POV. 

Given that there is no one company that can control all of these activities, VPA must 

provide an objective overview and leadership of the container industry to its stakeholders. 

Although VPA cannot dictate the size of ships, VPA can facilitate meetings between the various 

stakeholders in order to find a common solution to the alignment issue. 



3 INTERNAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 VPA Corporate Structure 

VPA went through a corporate re-structuring in January 2004 as reflected in Figure 12 - 

VPA Corporate Structure. The Senior Vice President, Business Development retired on June 

1 1, 2004 and VPA elected not to replace his position. There may be a minor re-shuffling of 

departments to reflect the retirement but there are no major changes anticipated to Figure 12 - 

VPA Corporate Structure. The re-structuring has been timely as VPA is in the process of moving 

and consolidating its main offices. Presently, VPA main offices are located on 5 (19, 20,21, 23, 

27) floors at 200 Granville Square, Vancouver, British Columbia, with a few ancillary offices 

located at various locations in the POV. In November 2004, VPA will be moving its offices to a 

VPA managed property located at the north end of the Vancouver Convention Centre. The 

seating plan has been finalized reflecting the structure set out in Figure 12 - VPA Corporate 

Structure. 

The office move has been well organized. VPA has allowed all of its employees to 

provide input into the design of the new office. Also, the employees have provided input on 

what features should be included at the new offices. As a result of the employees' suggestions, 

several features have been added to the office such as a fitness centre, a large common 

lunchroom, and an outdoor patio. To provide staff with updates on the office construction, VPA 

has installed web-cameras in various parts of the new office, allowing employees to view the 

status of the construction from their desktop computers on a daily basis. The design of the office 

is open, with few individual offices aiming at removing the physical barriers that currently exist 

as a result of the main offices being located on several different floors. 



Figure 12 - VPA Corporate Structure 
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VPA has 155 full time employees, approximately one third of whom are non-unionized. 

The International Longshore and Warehouse Union (Local 517, C.L.C.) represents the unionized 

employees. The number of employees increases from time to time as VPA hires students or term 

contract employees. VPA is an organization with strict guidelines regarding the delegated levels 

of authority. Each department is allowed to enter into contracts based on certain criteria being 

met, such as monetary limit, receiving multiple fee quotes, and issuing tenders (if required). 

On the governance side, VPA has an outside Board of Directors. The nine-member 

Board is appointed pursuant to a formula set out in the LP. The three levels of government: the 

municipalities, the provincial government and the federal government each have rights to appoint 

directors. The Board of Directors is responsible for the stewardship of the VPA. The Board has 

the accountability for VPA7s overall management. There are 4 Board of Directors' meetings 



annually as well as ad hoc meetings, which are called on an as-need basisl20. The present Board 

of Directors is shown in Table 2 - VPA Board of Directors. 

Table 2 - VPA Board of Directors 
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The President and Chief Executive Officer is charged with VPA's day-to-day 

management. The President is responsible for the attainment of business objectives while 

ensuring that VPA fulfills its role as an effective instrument of advancing national, regional and 

local economic and social objectives. Presently, the President has four Vice-Presidents reporting 

to him. 

120 Vancouver Port Authority, Annual Re~ort,  (Vancouver: Vancouver Port Authority 2003): 35. 



The Vice-presidents, in addition to the responsibility for their own divisions, contribute 

to the overall senior leadership and direction of VPA through participation on the Management 

Executive Committee. This committee meets twice a year to ensure, among other things, that the 

Board of Directors' mission and values are being implemented at the VPA. 

3.1.1 Firm Infrastructure 

The Board of Directors, with the assistance of the Executive, develops the mission and 

values for VPA. The Executive, with assistance from the Board of Directors and senior 

management, develops the objectives for VPA. Senior management, with assistance from the 

Executive, develop strategies to fulfill the objectives. VPA is a lean company with competent 

employees charged with the responsibility of managing the operation of the POV. In order to 

effectively perform these duties, VPA retains the services of consultants to provide the required 

services, with VPA employees overseeing the implementation of the contract. 

To provide a better understanding of how each department contributes to the VPA, a 

hypothetical container lease negotiation will illustrate the role each department plays in the 

negotiations. In general, during the various stages of negotiations, VPA will enter into three 

types of agreements, the letter of understanding, the letter of intent, and the final documentation. 

The Executive will produce the letter of understanding and the negotiating team will produce the 

latter two agreements. However, prior to discussing how each department interacts, it is 

important to understand the role of the Executive. 

The Executive, which includes the President and all the Vice-presidents, will enter into 

high-level discussions with a stevedoring company. In these discussions, broad principles are 

discussed as opposed to detailed items. The Executive will provide the stevedoring company 

with VPA's mandate, explain how the POV operates and provide any other information that the 

stevedoring company requests. The Executive will delegate the detailed negotiations to VPA's 

negotiation team, the membership of which will vary depending on the complexity of the deal. 

The Executive will provide the negotiating team with parameters within which to negotiate, 

usually in a form of a letter of understanding between VPA and the stevedoring company. 

Typically, the core members of the negotiating team will be representatives from Finance, Real 



Estate, Engineering, and Legal Services departments with other departments providing the 

appropriate supporting information. The negotiation team will report directly to the Executive. 

During the high level discussions, the Executive may contact any department to obtain 

information. Nevertheless, there are a few departments that will be consulted to ensure the 

accuracy of the negotiations. Such departments are: 

Shore Operations: There are two employees in this department. The Manager is responsible 

for managing the shore operations of the POV and terminals by liaising with senior 

representatives from terminal operators, trucking companies, and rail companies to develop 

policies, procedures and systems that allow for effective and efficient shore operations. 

The Executive contacts this department to determine if the suggested throughput of 

containers can be handled given the existing rail and road capacity. The discussions will not 

be fruitful if, at the end, the land infrastructure could not support the stevedoring companies' 

proposed development. The Manager is constantly analyzing this potential problem. In early 

2004, it was taking longer to get goods from Vancouver to Toronto than across the 

pacific121. The Manager worked with the rail companies and other stakeholders in an 

attempt to find a workable long-term solution to the congestion problem. The importance of 

this role is to prevent the free rider problem. No individual stakeholder is willing to pay for a 

comprehensive study of the rail issues relating to the POV. However, the Manager has 

facilitated the development of the rail study and each stakeholder agreed to contribute 

equally to the cost of the report. Hopefully, with the Manager's continued involvement, the 

various stakeholders will work to find a common solution to the congestion issue. 

Trade Development: There are nine employees in this department. The Director is 

responsible for maintaining a current market share for the POV, particularly in the container 

business and for developing new markets, both nationally and internationally. The Director 

achieves this through the development of competitive marketing strategies and policies. As 

shown in Figure 13 - VPA Agent Network, the Director has agents working in Asia, Canada 

and the US in order to assist VPA develop new markets. 

121 Alan Daniels, "Vancouver container backlog hurts shippers", Canadian Shivoing News, March 2004: 
13. 



The Executive contacts the Director to assess whether or not the stevedoring companies' 

TEU throughput claims are realistic. The accuracy of the throughput is relevant as the 

revenue model is partly based on this. The Director, through its agents, can ascertain 

whether the forecast is accurate as he is responsible for providing VPA with a forecast for 

container traffic. 

Figure 13 - VPA Agent Network 
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Port Planning: There are four employees in this department. The Director is responsible for 

ensuring that long-term land use planning and development of Port facilities and VPA 

properties are managed efficiently and effectively. 

The Executive contacts the Director to discuss how the proposed development impacts on 

plans for future POV expansion. The Director provides feedback on any potential issues that 

he may foresee with the proposed development. The issues could range from adverse public 

opinions to negative impact on another development being considered. 



Business Development: There are five employees in this department. The Director is 

responsible for the development and implementation of a business strategy to increase 

revenue from cruise and non-traditional sources, as well as to explore new business 

opportunities and strategic projects with new and existing customers. 

The Executive contacts the Director to determine whether the proposed development would 

interfere with any strategic projects that the Director has identified. If this is a conflict, the 

Executive will have to make a decision on which project should take priority. 

Corporate Communications & Public Affairs: There are ten employees in this department. 

The Director ensures that proper communication on the status of the negotiations is provided 

to the public. The Director develops, directs, implements and maintains Corporate 

Communications & Public Affairs policies, programs and services to meet the requirements 

of VPA, its departments and its Board of Directors. The Director also develops and supports 

internal and external programs to enhance VPA's public image and promotion of effective 

working relationships with senior levels of government, media, industry, public interest 

groups and individuals. During the entire negotiation process, the Director will ensure proper 

communications are given to the public. The Director will organize any open houses that 

may be required to provide the public with an opportunity to view and provide information 

on the proposed development. 

With respect to the detailed negotiations, the main negotiating team typically has direct 

representation from the following departments: 

Finance: There are four employees in this department. The Manager is responsible for 

managing and developing effective systems for financial planning and capital budgeting, 

cash management, corporate risk management, and purchasing services. 

In the lease negotiations, the Manager is responsible for ensuring that VPA obtains an 

appropriate rate of return on VPA's assets. In doing so, the Manager will require 

information from other departments in order to assess the risk of the project and the 

likelihood of the projected TEUs volumes being achieved. 



Legal Services: There are five employees in this department. The Director provides advice 

to VPA's staff, management, and Board of Directors on a full range of matters including 

those relating to contracts, statutory compliance, real property and corporate risk. The 

Director is also responsible for ensuring that all negotiations are documented properly. 

The Director's role begins at the commencement of the lease negotiations, ensuring that any 

term that is included in the documentation is allowed under the CMA, LP and VPA 

guidelines. The Director assists the lead negotiator in ensuring the appropriate documents 

are used. 

Real Estate: There are fifteen employees in this department. The Director ensures VPA's 

real estate holdings are managed efficiently and effectively, and that Payment in Lieu of 

Taxes payments to neighbouring municipalities is cost effective. The Director also ensures 

corporate financial return targets from real property assets are met. 

The Director plays a key role in the lease negotiations. With the responsibility to ensure that 

VPA is obtaining proper financial return targets, the Director works closely with the 

Manager, Finance to structure the documents to obtain the targeted financial return. The 

Director, Real Estate, together with the Director, Legal Services will finalize the documents 

after a letter of intent has been negotiated and signed. 

Engineering & Maintenance: There are twenty-nine employees in this department. The 

Director is responsible for providing leadership, direction and management for all aspects of 

the engineering and maintenance functions. The Director ensures that practices, procedures, 

and systems are in place, which enables VPA to meet its capital projects and port 

infrastructure objectives. 

The Director assists in assessing and analyzing the stevedoring company's proposed design, 

determining if the existing infrastructure is capable of supporting the proposal. If not, the 

Director provides the Manager, Finance with a cost estimate to upgrade the infrastructure. 

The Manager can then update the financials to determine if the project is still financially 

feasible. 



Though not directly involved in the negotiations, the following departments provide 

valuable inputs in the negotiation process: 

Harbour Master: There are fifteen employees in this department. The Harbour Master is 

responsible for managing the overall administration, control, supervision and maintenance of 

good order in the POV waters and the coordination of smooth, safe and efficient marine 

operations. The Harbour Master advises the negotiating team on whether the proposed 

development will interfere with marine operations. If the proposed development does 

interfere, then the Harbour Master provides advice on how to minimize the interference. 

Security: There are six employees in this department. The Director is responsible for 

assisting in the protection of VPA's assets and in the investigation, reporting and follow-up 

of losses. This position provides primary liaison between VPA and its customers, 

municipalities, police agencies and other federal agencies relating to security. As described 

in the Marine Transportation Security ~ c t l ~ ~ ,  this position will fulfill the role of Port 

Security Officer and perform other related duties as required. 

The Director will provide advice on issues surrounding the proposed development security 

features, especially in light of the ISPS code. The ISPS code came into force on July 1, 

2004. Any breaches that occur at the POV or at one of its container terminals will have 

severe repercussions to a stevedoring company and to the POV. In theory, if a container 

terminal is non-compliant with the ISPS code, any ship that docks at the terminal will not be 

able to dock at a US port. A shipping line may not be willing to take that risk. Accordingly, 

the shipping line may elect not to dock at a non-compliant terminal. 

Environmental Programs: There are five employees in this department. The Director, 

Environmental Programs develops, directs, implements and maintains environmental 

policies, programs and services to meet the requirements of VPA, its departments and its 

Board of Directors. The Director manages strategic initiatives and creates mutually 

beneficial environmental programs with customers and stakeholders. The Director also 

122 Marine Transportation Security Act, S.C. 1994, c. 40. 
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establishes effective communications and working relationships with senior levels of 

government, industry, public interest groups and individuals. 

The Director will provide guidance to the negotiating team on the best practices to minimize 

any environmental degradation that may result from the construction of the proposed 

development. The Director will assist in developing a baseline environmental plan to 

illustrate the environmental condition of the property prior to the stevedoring company 

taking possession. At the end of the term, the stevedoring company must clean the property 

to the base line level. 

Assuming the lease negotiations conclude, there is one final department that has input - 

internal audit. This department is not involved in the direct negotiations, but provides a valuable 

service in attempting to ensure fairness in the negotiation process. The department's role is 

described as follows: 

Manager, Internal Audit: In this department, there is only the Manager. The general role of 

the Manager, Internal Audit is to plan, conduct and report risk-based reviews of accounting, 

financial, management and operating controls, and appraise their adequacy, effectiveness, 

compliance with legislation, adherence to authorized policies and procedures and sound 

business practices. 

If the Manager audits the final documents, she will provide an assessment of the negotiations 

process to ensure that all the necessary procedures have been followed. The Manager 

reviews the negotiation process to determine whether the negotiations were fair and whether 

the stevedoring company received any preferential treatment to the detriment of other 

tenants. 

The Container Development Department is responsible for the design and construction of 

new container terminals. There are five employees in this department. Once the Executive 

determines that there is a need for a new container terminal, this department begins the overall 

design process. However, there has been some overlap between this department and the 

negotiating team. Although the Container Development Department's mandate is to bring the 

new container terminal into operation, the Director is also involved in negotiating with the 



prospective stevedoring company. Therefore, in the future, the container negotiating team may 

become part of this department. 

3.1.2 Support Departments 

These departments do not have any direct role in the negotiation process. Although they 

are more support orientated, these departments' roles are critical as they allow the other 

departments to function efficiently. The departments have the following responsibilities: 

Administration: There are nine employees in this department. The Manager, Administration 

is responsible for managing the corporate document management system and administration 

functions by developing, implementing and maintaining policies, systems and procedures 

that provide a high level of service, and effective and efficient operations. The Manager is 

playing a pivotal role in office move from to Canada Place. 

Human Resources: There are five employees in this department. The Director, Human 

Resource is responsible for providing leadership, direction and management for all aspects of 

the human resources function in a proactive manner. She also ensures that policies, 

procedures and systems are in place, which allow for the effective use of VPA's human 

resources in support of VPA's business objectives. 

Information Services: There are twenty-one employees in this department. The Director, 

Information Services is responsible for developing and overseeing the implementation of 

information technology strategies to meet business objectives. The Director participates in 

the strategic planning of systems and makes recommendations on systems requirements. 

Accounting: There are fourteen employees in this department. The Manager is responsible 

for maintaining payroll, accounts payable, and accounts receivable systems. The Manager 

also ensures that policies, procedures and systems are maintained to ensure that financial 

activities are achieved. 



3.2 Subsidiaries 

Through its subsidiaries, VPA has more flexibility. The subsidiaries are not subject to 

the same rules and structure that VPA is subject to. Presently, VPA has four wholly owned 

subsidiaries. They are Canada Place Corporation, Port Vancouver Ventures Ltd., Port 

Vancouver Holdings Ltd., and Port Vancouver Enterprises Ltd. Each subsidiary has its own 

board of directors and officers. In addition, Port Vancouver Ventures Ltd. has entered into joint 

ventures with private entities to create Coast 2000 Terminals Ltd. and Modalink Vancouver 

Gateway Distribution Hub Ltd ("Modalink"). 

An example of the flexibility that the subsidiaries provide VPA is the new development 

called Axis, on the banks of the Fraser River. As stated earlier, the POV has limited container 

capacity at its container terminals. In order to assist the stevedoring companies, VPA, through its 

subsidiary, Port Vancouver Ventures Ltd. and in joint venture with a private British Columbian 

company, formed the joint venture called Modalink. Modalink developed Axis, an integrated 

container hub facility. The risks associated with developing an integrated container hub facility, 

were too great for a private company to undertake. However, VPA saw the advantage and 

benefits of Axis. According to the recently retired Senior Vice-president, Business 

Development, Axis was ". . .a step outside the box.. Axis' first tenant is Coast 2000 

Terminals Ltd., a forest product export company, which is another joint venture of VPA. 

The development of Axis has helped reduce some of the congestion at the container 

terminals. Axis is similar to the transloading centres except for one major difference, the marine 

containers are returned loaded to the shipping lines. At Axis, the container is unloaded and 

loaded within a matter of hours with export products. Since Coast 2000 Terminals Ltd. is the 

only tenant, the containers are packed with forest products. This allows stevedoring companies 

more space at the terminal. Typically, a stevedoring company would have a container freight 

station at the terminal for loading and unloading containers. The cost savings are great as it costs 

about $500 to create a TEU slot at the terminal compared to about $12 for a slot inland124. 

123 Daniels, Terminal 14. 

124 Daniels, Terminal Velocity 14. 



VPA, through its subsidiaries, assists in the strategic development of off-site facilities to 

enhance the POV. Taking this progressive step of assisting in the development of Axis adds 

value for all VPA's stakeholders. It shows that VPA is willing to look at alternative structures to 

make the POV a more efficient place to do business. Presently, there is no such development at 

either the Port of Seattle or the Port of Tacoma. 

3.3 Transportation at the POV 

VPA assists in the efficient in the delivery of goods in the logistics chain. There are 

several transportation industries that play a key role at the POV. VPA needs to ensure that the 

industries are working together so that the logistics chain is functioning effectively. 

3.3.1 Shipping Lines 

With a natural deep harbour, VPA can market the POV to all shipping lines. VPA 

recognizes the importance of the shipping lines to the POV's business. VPA provides the 

shipping lines a wharfage rebate based on the total TEUs the shipping lines unload and load at 

the POV. If the shipping lines dock their ships at Centerm and then dock at Vanterm, the 

combined volume of TEUs is calculated and the rebate is delivered to the shipping line. The 

percentage for the wharfage rebate increases for First Port of Call shipping lines. The POV 

provides an incentive for a shipping line to make the POV its First Port of Call. The First Port of 

Call is defined as the first port called in North America after leaving Asia. Typically, a ship will 

unload more TEUs at the first port of call and thus there is an incentive to VPA and the 

stevedoring company to have the shipping line to select the POV as their First Port of Call. 

3.3.2 Rail Companies 

The Government of British Columbia's recently sold BC Rail ("BCR") to CNR. As a 

result of the sale, there will be only two main rail companies that service the POV - CPR and 



C N R ' ~ ~ .  Burlington Northern Santa Fe ("BNSF") and Southern Railway of British Columbia 

("SRBC") both provide service to the POV. These two rail companies are small in comparison 

to CPR and CNR. However, each line plays an important role due to the location of trackage. 

CNR uses a portion of BNSF's rail line to access the south shore of the POV. Both CNR and 

CPR use a portion of BCR's rail, which is not included in the sale to CNR, to access Roberts 

~ a n k l ~ ~ .  

In the POV's south harbour, CPR owns the majority of the tracks and, in the north 

harbour, CNR owns the majority of the tracks. Therefore, if a stevedoring company has a 

contract with a customer that uses CNR as its land vehicle, and the stevedoring company is 

located on the south harbour, there could be a capacity issue with CNR. CNR can only take so 

many containers out on its own line without running rights on CPR rails. This adds cost and 

complexity to the marketing of the terminal. 

Though the POV has two main rail companies serving it, there is still a need to improve 

the rail infrastructure. Mr. Ritchie, the President and Chief Executive Officer of CPR, recently 

stated that Canada has built up a transportation infrastructure deficit that is starting to hold back 

the country127. In addition, Mr. Ritchie cited a report by the American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials that stated that by spending over $4 billion a year in the 

U.S. rail system, over a 20-year period, would save shippers $401 billion, highway users $635 

billion, and highway costs of $27 billion. With that investment, he feels that the railroads would 

be able to make a real difference in service to shippers128. CPR has been working with shipping 

lines, ports and stevedoring companies to find a way to maximize the use of the existing 

infrastructure. As a result, CPR has recently introduced a rail capacity allocation system129. 

CPR will allocate to each of the shipping lines it serves an annual import container volume 

125 "Sale of BC Rail Finalized", The Vancouver Sun, 15 July 2004: D2. 

126 HDR Engineering Inc, Intermodal Rail Cavacitv Study, (Vancouver, HDR Engineering: November 1, 
2001): 5. 

127 "Poor highway and rail infrastructure holding Canada back: CPR boss", Today's Trucking, 4 June 
2004, <http://www.todaystrucking.comldisplayarticle.cfm?ID=33206>. 

128 T P R  boss calls for industry-government summit", Canadian Sailings, 10 May 2004: 19. 

29 T P R  introduces rail capacity allocation to manage growth in west coast import containers", Canadian 
Trans~ortation & Logistics, 3 June 2004: 10. 



through the Vancouver Gateway based on past volumes and growth projections. CPR will 

supply sufficient railcars to meet the allocated volume. 

VPA's President and Chief Executive Officer has echoed CPR's concern, when he stated 

the following at the VPA's 2003 Annual General Meeting: 

Without investment and regulatory changes from all levels of government, 
without investment in the nation's transportation industries and without co- 
operative spirit from all who make their living by international trade the 
competitive position of this port will inevitably begin to erode130. 

The Canadian rail companies have recognized the importance of having timely 

movement of goods across the US and Canada border. They are working with the US and 

Canadian customs agencies to finalize an agreement to further enhance secure rail access to the 

US. One of the goals of the agreement is to ensure that the US Bureau of Customs and Border 

Protection Agency keeps America safe and yet, at the same time, facilitate the flow of trade 

between Canada and the 

3.3.3 Trucking Companies 

In order to provide more efficient truck arrival times at the terminals, in 2001, VPA 

developed the Container Terminal Scheduling ("CTS") system13*. The CTS system is a truck 

reservation system designed to provide a given number of time slots during gate hours for a 

trucking company, who holds a valid POV permit, to make a reservation and be assured of being 

attended to. In developing the CTS system, VPA recognized that the trucking industry needed 

more flexibility in scheduling times to arrive at the various terminals. 

Although VPA has been proactive in making arrival times at the terminals more efficient, 

trucking companies are concerned about the road system to and from the POV. The Greater 

130 Brian Lewis, "Port needs road, rail expansion", The Province, 9 June 2004: A39. 

131 "U.S. and Canadian Customs Agencies and Canada's Two Largest Railways Reach Agreement to 
Strengthen Security Measures for Transborder Rail Shipments", U.S Customers and Border Protection, 03 
April 2003 ewww. Cbp.gov/xp/cgov/newsroomlpress~re lease /04203 .xd]> .  

132 "Container Terminal Scheduling", Vancouver Port Authority, 15 July 2004, 
<http://www.portvancouver.co/shipping_trade/coniner.htd>. 



Vancouver Transportation Authority ("GVTA"), in its 2005-2007 Three-Year Plan & Ten-Year 

Outlook, acknowledges that there is a need to protect trucks from the effects of mounting traffic 

congestion. This is especially true since it is anticipated, that by 2021, cargo transported by 

trucks will grow by over 5 0 % ~ ~ ~ .  In 1999, the BC Trucking Association estimated that the cost 

factor to the trucking industry due to congested roads alone would be $500 million annually134. 

GVTA also recognized that the border crossings times must be improved in order to improve the 

flow of freight to the US. The Federal and Provincial Government of British Columbia 

committed to spend $21 1 million to improve the four border crossings near V a n c ~ u v e r l ~ ~ .  

Knowing that there are traffic issues already, VPA has taken an active role to address the 

traffic issues relating to the development of Terminal 2 at Roberts Bank. Although Terminal 2 

will not be in operation for at least another 8 years, VPA is working with the provincial Ministry 

of Transportation to look for ways to improve the truck flow136. With the expansion, the already 

congested road system will only get worse if corrective actions are not taken in advance. VPA's 

President and Chief Executive Office, Captain Gordon Houston, advised that VPA would be 

asking its Board of Directors to commit to millions of dollars to support road and rail projects 

improvements to Highway 17, the construction of the Delta portion of the South Fraser Perimeter 

Road and improved rail crossings137. He summed up VPA's transportation goal as follows: 

Ultimately, our goal is to find an integrated port, road, rail transportation 
solution in the Lower Mainland to facilitate the efficient movement of goods and 
people throughout the region. 

133 'Three-Year Plan and 10-Year Outlook", Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority 19 February 
2004: 5 & 6. 

134 Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority 50. 

135 Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority 24. 

136 Maureen Galyas, "Sites chosen for port expansion at Roberts Bank" The Delta Optimist, 14 June 2004: 
1 .  

137 Jan Westell, "Port looks to proposed rout to address truck traffic concerns", The Delta Optimist, 24 July 
2004: 6. 



3.3.4 Tugboat Operators 

The tugboat operators are responsible for ensuring that the container ships dock at the 

various terminals. Without efficient and effective tugboat operations, a container terminal would 

not be able to function as the container ships would not be able to dock. At the POV, there are 

two companies that provide tugboat services to the container ships, Seaspan International Ltd. 

and Rivtow, a SMIT Company. Rivtow provides service in the inner harbour and Seaspan 

provides services at Roberts Bank. 

During the recent tugboat operator strike, only Seaspan's operations were effected. The 

strike essentially shut down the container terminal at Roberts Bank, as the container ships could 

not dock there138. (VPA is not directly involved with the contract negotiations. Canadian 

Merchant Service Guild represented the tugboat operators and the Council of Marine Camers 

represented Seaspan). The strike showed how vulnerable the port is to tug boat operators. 

Several in-coming ships were diverted to the Ports of Seattle and Portland, once again showing 

the homogenous nature of the container industry. A new collective agreement for a three-year 

term was struck, which gave the VPA the comfort of knowing that there would be labour peace 

for at least the next three years at Roberts Bank. When the contract with Rivtow expires, 

hopefully, a strike can be averted. However, if there is another strike between Rivtow and the 

tugboat operators or another one in three years' time, POV's reputation as an efficient place to 

do business may be in peril. Labour unrest concerns shipping lines as they want to be able to 

deliver their goods in a secure and timely manner. 

3.4 Container Capacity 

As discussed in detail in Section 2.2, the demand for transporting goods in containers is 

growing. In 2003, the POV handled 1.54 million TEUs and that amount is expected to grow to 5 

million TEUs by 2020139. During the first six months of 2004, POV total container shipments 

138 "B.C. tug and barge strike ends" Today's Trucking, 25 April 2004, 
chttp://www.todaystrucking.com/display~?ID-3 12>. 
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increased 7% from 756,879 TEUs in 2003 to a new record of 809,459 T E U S ~ ~ O .  Assuming all 

the expansion projects are completed, the total TEUs handling capacity at the end of 2005 will be 

1.97 million TEUs. Using the targeted productivity of 6,500 TEU per acre per annum and a total 

container terminal acreage of 308 acres at the POV, POV's theoretical container capacity is 2 

million TEUs per annum. Thus, when expansions are complete, based on the assumption of 

6,500 TEUs per acre per annum, the POV will have reached its container capacity. 

In order to meet the forecasted container demand, VPA is actively supporting 

renovations to existing container terminals, conversion of existing terminals to container 

terminals and construction of new container terminals. With respect to renovations, two existing 

container terminals, Centerm and Vanterm, both located in the heart of Vancouver's Burrard 

Inlet, recently announced major expansions and renovations to their terminals to increase the 

productivity at their terminals. In 2003, Vanterm commenced construction to increase 

throughput from 435,000 TEUs per annum to 535,000 TEUs per annum141. Centerm's operator, 

P&O Ports Canada Inc., recently announced that it plans on spending $130 million over an 

eighteen-month period to double terminal capacity from 360,000 TEUs per annum to 720,000 

TEUs per a n n ~ m l ~ ~ .  Both companies feel that they will not have any difficulty filling the 

increased capacity. 

With respect to conversion, a general cargo operator has commenced a feasibility study 

to determine if it is economically feasible to convert the existing cargo terminal to a container 

terminal. VPA has been working closely with the terminal operator together with other 

stakeholders such as rail companies, municipalities, and the provincial transportation department 

to assist in ensuring a complete feasibility study is performed. The final decision is expected late 

2004. 

Finally, with respect to expansion, VPA has commissioned a feasibility study to 

determine the feasibility to build another container terminal at Roberts Bank called Terminal 2. 

140 Brian Morton, "Container traffic up at Port of Vancouver", Canada.com network, 29 July 2004, 
chttp:llwww.canada.comlsearch/story.htm?id=0d97e 1 cf-665b-42d2-9d95-04488fa7e422>. 

141 Gerry Bellett, 'Terminals to expand container handling", Vancouver Sun, 19 February 2004: D2. 
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Terminal 2 will be 90 hectares (225 acres) and take 5 years to construct143. The anticipated 

opening date is 2012. Since the proposed location of Terminal 2 is not federal real property, the 

decision to purchase the land and then build the new terminal is contingent upon receiving 

approval from a variety of stakeholders, such as Tsawwassen First Nation, the Corporation of 

Delta, the Province of British Columbia, and the Department of Fisheries. 

3.5 Property Taxes 

VPA is not subject to municipal by-laws and therefore does not have to pay provincial 

property taxes. However, VPA does pay an amount in lieu of property taxes pursuant to the 

Payment In Lieu of Taxes Act ("PILT")~~.  Due to various exemptions, the amount paid under 

PILT is less than what VPA would pay under the provincial property tax regime. Still, in 2003, 

VPA contributed $4.5 million in PILT payments to the local municipalities, as opposed to 

investing these funds in port infrastruct~rel~~. 

VPA's right not to pay provincial property taxes does not extend to VPA's tenants. 

Stevedoring companies, as occupiers of federal real property, are subject to the provincial 

property tax regime and accordingly, must pay provincial property taxes. The valuation of 

federal real property, the basis upon which taxes are calculated, is a difficult issue and there has 

been much discussion on this aspect. Table 3 - POV Property Tax illustrates the percentage of 

the municipal revenue that taxes collected from the VPA's tenants contribute to the municipal 

revenues. In the City of North Vancouver, VPA's tenants pay $2.25 for every $1.00 of services 

they use, compared to 58 cents paid by residential property owners146. Accordingly, based on 

the latter statistics, VPA's tenants believe that they contribute too much towards municipal 

revenues. 

143 Galyas 1 .  

lU Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. M- 13, S.C. 2000, c.8, s.2. 
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The British Columbia Provincial Government has acknowledged this issue and has 

introduced the Ports P r o ~ e r t ~  Tax ~ c t l 4 7  and the related regulations to provide property tax 

relief for port users. P&0 Ports Canada Inc. recently stated that one of the reasons for its 

expansion at Centerm was the Provincial Government's legislation to cap municipal taxes14*. 

VPA is placed at a competitive disadvantage if the property taxes are too high as this could be 

another negative factor in a stevedoring company's decision to move to the POV. 

Table 3 - POV Property Tax 

* 
% Of Municipal Revenue 

I=- . , . .. , . I 
- 3  8 

1 Anmore 

Belcarra 1.1 

1 North Vancouver (City) 

1 North Vancouver (District) 20.4 
I 

'ancouver I 

3.6 Greater Vancouver Gateway Council 

VPA is a member of the Greater Vancouver Gateway Council ("GVGC"). GVGC is 

comprised of senior executives from industry and government who subscribe to a common vision 

- that Greater Vancouver become the Gateway of Choice for North ~ r n e r i c a l ~ ~ .  In a 1995 report, 

GVGC made recommendations to be included in Canada's Marine ~o l i cy l5~ .  In that report, 

147 Ports P r o m  Tax Act, SBC 2004, Chapter 7. 
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149 Greater Vancouver Gateway Council, <http://www.gvgc.ca/home.html>. 

lS0 "Recommendation for Canada's Marine Policy", Greater Vancouver Gatewav Council, August 1995 
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GVGC recommended that port authorities should have expanded borrowing powers to match the 

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma's borrowing powers. The report also suggested that the requirement 

to make PILT payments to the municipalities be eliminated. Ironically, the report recommended 

that the port authorities pay a dividend to the Federal Government. The report suggested, 

however, that the dividend be calculated in accordance with a strict predetermined formula. 

In 2003, the GVGC commissioned a study on the transportation corridor called the 

"Major Commercial Transportation Study" ("MCTS"), which discussed the rail issues facing the 

Greater Vancouver Regional ~ i s t r i c t l ~ l .  The study concluded that there are seventeen 

investment improvement projects that need to be addressed. Surprisingly, none of the seventeen 

projects are located at the POV but rather in the Greater Vancouver region. According to the 

Railway Association of Canada, the cost for these improvements is anticipated to be $5.7 

billionlS2. 

Thus, being involved in the VGGC, VPA can advocate changes to the transportation 

system to make the POV a more efficient place to do business. This is one example of how VPA 

adds value to its tenants. 

3.7 Strategic Fit 

VPA has a value addeddifferentiation strategy. In order to determine if VPA is 

effectively using its strategy, Table 4 - Generic Strategy will be used to see how well VPA is 

implementing its strategylS3. The following table lists nine components of Generic Strategies 

and also lists the key attributes to each of them. In the middle of the table, the "Ranking" column 

provides the score given to each component, with one representing a true "Cost Based" Strategy 

and ten representing a true "Differentiation" Strategy. 

lS1 "Major Commercial Transportation System, Rail Capacity & Regional Planning Issues Overview", 
Greater Vancouver Gatewav Council, February 2003 < http://www.gvgc.ca/pdfs/mctsrailrprtfeb03.pdf>. 

"A Comprehensive, National Surface Transportation Policy", Railwav Association of Canada, 10 April 
2001, presentation at Westac, < h t t p : / / w w w . r a i l c a n . c a / d o c u m e n t s / P o w e ~ r i l 1 9 . p p t > .  

153 Table based on class notes, Dr. Ed Bukszar, MBA 607 - Business Strategy, January 2004. 



Table 4 - Generic Strategy 

r 
Decision Making 

Manufacturing 

Labour 
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Risk Profile 

apital Structure 
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3.7.1 Product Strategy 

VPA has been highly innovative in attempting to make the POV function efficiently. As 

the world changes, VPA has been a leader in adapting to the changing world. For example, in 

2000, VPA saw the need to assist its clients, i.e., tenants, clear their cargo through customs. 

After performing its due diligence, in January 2002, VPA, which was the first Canadian port 

authority to do so, purchased a sophisticated mobile Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System 

("VACIS") to scan for contraband in containers154. In assisting the Canada Customs Agency in 

its inspection process, VPA provided assistance to its stakeholders as the customs inspection 

time was shortened. This is just one example of the innovative measures VPA has under taken. 

As part of the move to the new offices, VPA elected to implement a corporate wide goal 

of becoming a bbpaperless office". The Information Services Department is responsible for 



ensuring that this goal is met. VPA's document management system, Docunet, is the main filing 

system for the paperless office and Information Services are working to ensure all employees are 

trained to use it. Information Services requires all emails, correspondence, documents 

considered to be corporate record to be scanned into Docunet, so there is less need for tangible 

storage space. 

The Environmental Department developed another innovative service. To assist VPA's 

tenants in developing their environmental polices to meet the various applicable Federal, 

Provincial and Municipal environmental laws and regulations governing the tenants, the 

Environmental Department formed a committee called the Vancouver Port Environmental 

Managers Committee. The Environmental Department develops environmental policies, such 

Emergency Awareness and Readiness, that are published, free of charge, on the Vancouver Port 

Environmental Managers Committee website155. This committee allows the tenants to obtain 

information on environmental laws and regulations that may affect their business in a cost 

effective manner. This is a new initiative, which is unique to VPA. 

3.7.2 R&D Expenses 

VPA spends both money and time on research and development. Since VPA is in the 

business of managing a world-class port, it requires VPA to understand the issues facing, not 

only Canada, but also the world. In order to keep abreast of world events, VPA actively 

participates in numerous committees. For example, VPA sponsored the Association of Canadian 

Port Authorities 2004 ports valuation workshop called "Issues in the Valuation of Port Property", 

held June 24th and 25th 2004 in Vancouver, British Columbia. VPA gathered experts from 

around the world to speak on ports' land valuation and return on investment issues. VPA also 

holds memberships in a broad array of associations, including the American Association of Port 

Authorities, the Association of Canadian Port Authorities, the Canadian Manufacturers and 

Exporters Association, the North Shore Water Industrial Association, the Western Transportation 

154 "New non-intrusive gamma ray technology to scan containers through Port of Vancouver", Vancouver 
Port Authoritv, Press Release, 25 January 2002, <http://www.portvancouver.cornlmedialnews~20020125- 
1 .htrnl>. 

155 "Emergence Awareness and Readiness", Vancouver Port Environmental Mana~er Committee, 15 July 
2004, <http://myvpa.ca/environment>. 



Advisory Council, the Van Home Institute, the GVGC and the Canada China Business 

counci1156. Being a member in these associations, VPA gathers information that assists in 

making the appropriate changes at the POV to make it a more efficient port. 

The Security Department is primarily responsible for the POV's security. However, 

when implementing security procedures, the Director attempts to add value to the POV. VPA 

and all the stakeholders at the POV established the Security Stakeholder Committee for the 

purpose of identifying emerging security concerns and developing effective security initiatives. 

Since VPA was familiar with the requirements of ISPS, it knew that there was a requirement for 

photo identification. As a result, VPA developed the Port Community Photo I.D. Instead of each 

terminal issuing individual port passes, VPA issues passes for all users of the POV. Each 

company is responsible for background checks and VPA is the custodian of the records and the 

computer system. This is a substantial savings for each terminal operator, since they do not need 

to have a stand-alone system, but rather, can connect to the port-wide system, the cost of which is 

shared among the stakeholders. 

3.7.3 Structure 

Figure 12 - VPA Corporate Structure illustrates the hierarchical nature of VPA. VPA's 

centralized structure is inconsisteqt with its value added strategy. The reason for the 

centralization is mandated through the CMA. With this structure, VPA is accountable to the 

Federal Government. The structure is centralized as a result of the entire office, except for agent 

offices as shown in Figure 13 - VPA Agent Network, being located in Vancouver. With the 

move to the new office in November 2004, all the departments will be on one floor. 

3.7.4 Decision Making 

The decision-making flexibility at VPA works well with its value added strategy. Each 

department is delegated with certain authority. For example, there are limits on how much each 

department can spend to retain a consultant. However, within the authority granted, an 

individual department can make budget decisions independent of other departments. VPA has an 

156 Vancouver Port Authority, Annual Revort, (Vancouver: Vancouver Port Authority 2002): 21. 



internal auditor who ensures the rules are being followed. Thus, there are checks and balances to 

ensure compliance with the rules. 

3.7.5 Manufacturing 

VPA's dual management function provides for some economies of scope. VPA can have 

certain departments provide advice for the management of federal real property and also on the 

management of the port. However, VPA's management of federal real property is where 

economies of scale assist VPA. In managing the property, VPA builds relationships with all the 

stakeholders located in the POV. The Real Estate Department ensures that the leases are in good 

standing. The department has mechanisms in place to ensure renewals, rent reviews and 

amendments to leases are completed in a timely manner. Also, this department works with other 

departments to ensure that the tenants are receiving value. For example, Real Estate and Shore 

Operations are working with the container terminals and rail companies for ways to solve the rail 

issues, not in isolation to one terminal, but for the benefit of the POV as a whole. This method 

should assist the stakeholders to make informed short-term and long-term financial decisions 

with respect to their operations at the POV. 

The Human Resources Department attempts to attractive highly qualified individuals to 

work at VPA. Once employed, employees are encouraged to continue their education through 

university courses or training programs. The continuing education program pays for tuition and 

textbooks and provides time off for employees to take university programs to advance their 

careers at VPA. In addition to university programs, VPA encourages its employees to take a 

variety of courses, such as computer courses to increase their efficiency and productivity at work. 

In addition, the Human Resource Department is looking at VPA's demographics, with the 

attempt to retain employees and to avoid the regrettable loss of key employees. The department 

is looking at progressive, innovative retention strategies, such as flexible working hours to 

encourage employees to remain working at VPA. 

As mentioned, approximately two thirds of VPA staff are unionized. In 2003, the union 

and management, eight months prior to the expiry of the collective agreement, entered into a new 



collective agreement for a five-year period, as opposed to the traditional three-year agreement. 

Management and union staff sit on several joint management committees such as Emergency 

Preparedness, Learning Crew and Employee Equity. There has been no strike at VPA since the 

1970's. Union and management relations appear to be stable. 

VPA has several programs in place to assist in a team-building concept. To build the 

soft skills, VPA has organization-wide training that all employees, union and non-union, take 

together. This helps create a common language and mindset within VPA. In addition, VPA has 

a variety of social programs, such as personal care days, employer charitable matching program, 

employee and family assistance program, fitness reimbursement program, and smoking cessation 

program to name a few. In 1991, VPA developed the Spirit Survey. This survey measures the 

morale of the employees. On a one to seven scale, in 2003, VPA received an impressive 5.7 out 

of 7. 

3.7.7 Marketing 

VPA does extensive marketing, which fits nicely with its value added strategy. The 

President is constantly marketing the POV to municipalities, provincial and federal government 

agencies. In addition, to market the features of the POV to countries that comprise the POV's 

main trading areas of Asia and Oceania, VPA's Trade Development Department has set up an 

global agent network as shown in Figure 13 - VPA Agent Network. The agents use a pull 

strategy, which is marketing directly to the end consumer to induce them to use the product157. 

Among other things, the agents provide the various stakeholders, such as exporters, importers, 

shipping lines, and freight forwarders, with marketing information about the POV. In addition, 

the agents provide value to VPA's customers by assisting them with the development of trade 

opportunities, relationship building and market intelligence. VPA's employee at its newly 

created Chicago office provides assistance to shippers which are considering a strategic 

alternative North American gateway for the growing container trade with Asia and Oceania. 

With the information, hopefully, the shipper will request that the shipping line use the POV as 

opposed to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma when transporting the shipper's goods. 



The POV has seen its cruise industry eroded to the Port of Seattle's benefit. In order to 

improve the cruise industry at the POV, VPA assisted, together with industry stakeholders, other 

port authorities and the BC coastal communities in the development of the "Cruise BC Initiative 

~ r o g r a m " ~ ~ ~ .  Hopefully, these groups can collaboratively develop and market a "Made in B.C." 

cruise strategy. 

3.7.8 Risk Profile 

Typically, with a value added strategy, a company is a risk taker. However, VPA does 

not fit the traditional role as the CMA mandates that VPA be self-sufficient. Having that 

mandate, VPA cannot undertake activities that are risky. In addition, the CMA essentially states 

that VPA can only be involved in port-related activities. The long lead-time that is required to 

develop a new container terminal is a risk. If VPA elects to build T2 at Roberts Bank, the 

container terminal will not be in operations for at least eight years. During that eight-year period, 

many events could change. The size of ships may or may not increase. VPA's market 

intelligence forecasts have to take into consideration all possible events in order to mitigate the 

risks associated with the development of a new container terminal. 

3.7.9 Capital Structure 

The Consolidated Balance Sheet shows that the present capital structure is conservative, 

with an approximate $40 million debt and $42 million in cash. Most of the capital projects are 

funded through cash flow. However, if VPA proceeds with the expansion at Roberts Bank, the 

debt will grow at a rapid pace, reaching the $225 million borrowing limit set out in the LP in a 

short period. 

VPA's value addedldifferentiation strategy fits nicely with the differentiation strategy as 

shown in Table 4 - Generic Strategy. VPA does not see itself as a follower but rather a leader in 

an effort to make the POV an efficient place to do business. In doing so, VPA envisions that the 

Philip Kotler, Marketing Management, Toronto, Ontario, Pearson Education Canada Inc., Tenth Edition 
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POV is a place where imported goods can easily be transported to the hinterland of Canada and 

where exported goods can easily be transported to the final destination. 

3.8 Financial 

3.8.1 VPA 's Financial Statements 

The Board of Directors approved VPA's 2003 consolidated balance sheet, the 

consolidated statement of operations and retained earnings and the consolidated statement of 

cash flows in June 2004. Copies of the financial statements can be found at VPA's web page159. 

On the consolidated balance sheet, VPA's total debt is presently only about $40 million, 

well below the limit set out in the LP. This statement also shows that VPA has $42 million in 

cash. Although this appears to be attractive, if VPA undertakes the development of Terminal 2 at 

Roberts Bank, the remaining $185 million in borrowing, and $42 million cash would be used up 

as the expansion is anticipated to cost $700 million. If VPA used its borrowing limit and cash to 

construct Terminal 2, VPA would not be able to continue to develop the POV effectively. With 

continuing obligation to pay PILT and the annual stipend, VPA would only be able to build new 

facilities at the POV through the limited cash flow as shown in the consolidated statement of 

operations and retained earnings. 

The consolidated statement of operations and retained earnings shows that the 2003 net 

income prior to extraordinary items (insurance claim was successful) has fallen compared to 

2002. The expense ratio for VPA is approximately 75% as VPA's operating revenue was 

$102,908,000 and the net income was $26,833,000. If VPA were able to lower its expenses, 

namely the PITL and annual Federal stipend, this ratio would improve and would allow VPA to 

expand the POV. The operating revenue consists mainly of lease revenue, which also includes 

berthage and wharfage as the tenants collect this revenue on behalf of VPA. The main expense is 

operating and administrative expenses, consisting of the wages (including pensions and 

159 Vancouver Port Authority, "Financial Statements", 
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retirements expenses), office rent, legal and insurance expenses. Maintenance expenses have 

been decreasing as result of VPA making its tenant responsible for this cost. 

In addition to the expense ratio, VPA looks at three key performances indicators ("KPI"), 

which are profit margin, operating return on investments and debt to equity ratio. Table 5 - Key 

Performance Indicators provides the 5-year summary of the three ratios. The reasons for the 

decline in the profit margin and operating return on investments in 2003 were due to increase in 

operational and administrative expenses, including pensions, retirements, legal, insurance and 

security expenses. The increase in operational and administrative expenses is not expected to 

continue, with insurance, retirement, legal and security expenses all expected to decrease in the 

future. 



Table 5 - Key Per$ormance Indicators 

Operating Revenues (OR) 

Operating Expenses (OE) 

let Operating Income (NOI) 

let Income before 
Federal stipend (NI) 

Mrrt hpnr OE) 
I o-ng - (W 
l 

Cash Flow from Operatima* 

PiLT Payment8* - MeFgtn %(N- 

OpwWng R01% OIIW: 

Debtc-Ryrtio: 

In 1999, VPA took approxlmately $18 mlllon and Invested It h ahwt investmmts. 
" In 2001, VPA had an audit performed an Its PlLT payments. The wrcllt determined thwl: fkn, 

hadbemoverpeymanth Thambm,the2Wl PlLtpcryment~reduorwlto~the 
bus overpayme . 

However, overall, VPA's financial picture looks good and the forecast is for this trend to 

continue. 

3.8.2 Income Statements for a container operation 

When making a decision on leasing a container terminal, VPA and a stevedoring 

company must make a series of business decisions. Table 6 - VPA and Stevedoring Company 

Income Statements looks at the financial factors each party would analyze prior to entering into a 



lease of a container terminal. No figures have been provided due to the confidentially 

agreements that VPA has with its stevedoring companies. 

For VPA and the stevedoring companies, wharfage and berthage fees are the same for all 

container terminals. The fee structure is set out in VPA's Fee Detail List. This list is amended 

from time to time, with the amendments applying to all terminals. With wharfage and berthage 

fees being fixed, the negotiation between VPA and a stevedoring company is on what percentage 

of the fees collected will the stevedoring company be entitled to keep. 

Table 6 - VPA and Stevedoring Company Income Statements 

The revenue side of the Income Statement is sensitive to the number of containers being 

handled at the container terminal. Typically, as remuneration for performing the stevedoring 

services pursuant to the berth corridor agreement, the stevedoring company will receive a 



percentage of the wharfage that VPA charges to the shipping lines. This represents a risk to both 

VPA and the stevedoring company. Although the percentage figure is fixed, the volume of 

containers is the variable component. For VPA, the split between the guaranteed rent from the 

lease and the variable component under the berth comdor agreement will depend on VPA's 

appetite for risk for this particular lease deal and the overall risk VPA has with the other 

container terminals. The percentage of wharfage is typically on a declining scale, with VPA 

taking a higher percentage on lower volumes of TEUs handled. As the volume increases, VPA's 

percentage of the wharfage fee decreases. This provides an incentive to the stevedoring company 

to increase its productivity to allow for more TEUs to be handled at its terminal. 

The risk component is the reason why the forecast for container volume is so important 

during the negotiation process. VPA's Executive works closely with the Trade Development 

Department in order to substantiate the container figures. If the throughput of containers is not 

achieved, both VPA and the stevedoring companies revenues' will decline. The parties have an 

incentive to market the POV as a place to do business. In doing this, both parties assist each 

other in achieving their respective financial goals. 



4 ISSUES 

The container industry has been growing and is expected to continue to grow in the 

foreseeable future. However, in order to attract global stevedoring companies to locate (or 

expand) to the POV, VPA must have answers to various issues. 

4.1 Canada Marine Act 

The CMA is VPA's governing statute. Through the CMA, VPA was formed pursuant to 

its LP. Although the intention of both the CMA and LP was to make VPA a commercial entity, 

there are several restrictions in the two documents that potentially limit VPA's ability to develop 

the POV. 

4.1.1 Borrowing Restrictions 

The CMA empowers the Federal Government to establish borrowing limits for all 

Canadian port authorities. The borrowing limits are established pursuant to the respective port's 

letters patent. Presently, VPA's borrowing limit is $225 million. Once VPA reaches that limit, 

VPA cannot undertake any further capital expansion other than through cash flow or through the 

stevedoring company financing the project. Capital expansions would include such things as 

strategic land purchases and infrastructure projects. 

The rationale for the borrowing limits is to reduce potential liabilities to the Federal 

Government stemming from VPA's activities. Since VPA only manages the federal real 

property, any borrowing should be supported by VPA's cash flow as opposed to a charge on 

federal real property. The principle being that federal real property should not be pledged as 

security, as it would derogate from the Federal Government's assets. 

The capital borrowing restrictions highlight the economic generator versus the 

commercial generator issue. If VPA is truly considered an economic generator for the good of 

Canada, VPA should be able to tap the world capital markets to allow it to build the necessary 

infrastructure needed to further the development of Canada's hinterland. The POV is one 



component of the transportation logistics chain and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. 

If the development of the POV is hindered due to VPA's inability to tap the world's capital 

markets, VPA may not be able to continue to develop the POV. 

If VPA cannot illustrate that it has the available capital to expand the POV, stevedoring 

companies may view this restriction negatively. The POV could, therefore, be considered a 

stagnant port in comparison to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, which do not have these 

restrictions. 

4.1.2 Prohibition on Grants from Federal Government 

The present interpretation of the CMA is that the Federal Government is not able to 

make any appropriation to VPA to allow it to discharge an obligation or debt. In other words, the 

Federal Government cannot give money to VPA to pay off any of its debt. If VPA proceeds with 

a development using financing, the Federal Government cannot make an appropriation to VPA to 

discharge the debt. This restriction forces VPA to wait to access Federal infrastructure funding 

even though the immediate construction of the infrastructure projects may be for the betterment 

of Canada as a whole. The Ports of Seattle and Tacoma can access US Federal Government 

grants at any time. This gives the American ports a competitive advantage over the POV. 

4.1.3 Gross Revenue Charge 

VPA is mandated to remit annually to the Federal Government a percentage of its gross 

revenue. Since VPA is managing federal real property on behalf of the Federal Government, 

there is an expectation that the Federal Government should receive a return on its property. 

Since the payment of the annual stipend is mandatory, not permissive, VPA has to forego this 

revenue, instead of investing the money into infrastructure at the POV, thereby, hopefully, 

increasing the productivity of the POV and bettering Canada as a nation. In 2003, the gross 

revenue charge that VPA paid to the Federal Government was $4,548 million. The Ports of 

Seattle and Tacoma do not have to pay a stipend or income tax to US Federal Government. This 

gives the American ports a competitive advantage over the POV. 



4.2 Property Taxes 

With respect to property taxes, there are two issues facing VPA. First, the requirement 

to make PILT payments to municipal governments is directly opposite to the requirement of the 

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma. These ports are taxing authorities as they have the availability to 

raise taxes. Again, the mandate to make PILT payments places VPA at a competitive 

disadvantage compared to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma. 

The second issue is the provincial property tax regime. Corporations, whether port 

tenants or non-port tenants, have to pay property taxes. However, the question is what is a fair 

tax rate. As shown in Table 3 - POV Property Tax, as result of high property taxes, VPA's 

tenants contribute a significant amount of money to the local municipal governments. They 

believe that port property taxes account for a disproportionate amount of the budgeted tax 

revenues for the neighbouring municipalities. If the property tax burden becomes too great, then 

a stevedoring company may view this as a negative and decided not to locate at the POV. 

4.3 Transportation Network 

A port is just one link in the global logistics chain. In order to provide an efficient 

supply chain, the POV must have workable rail and road connections. VPA does not have direct 

control over these modes of transportation. VPA can only work with the various parties to 

encourage them to improve the transportation chain. VPA needs to ensure an efficient land 

transportation system as its customers, the stevedoring companies, are the ones that co-ordinate 

raiVtruck deliveries of commodities with the arrival of vessels. Therefore, if one of the 

components is absent, this impacts on the cost and operational efficiencies of the whole 

transportation supply chain. 

The US ports and government agencies are actively expanding the rail and road 

transportation corridors. However, though there has been acknowledgement for the need to 

increase the POV's rail and road capacity, there is no FAST Corridor program in place to 

improve the rail and road network at the POV. 



4.3.1 Rail 

The MCTS study identified three issues facing the rail transport in the lower mainland, 

namely: 

The lack of industrial lands available in urban settlings: This makes it difficult for rail 

companies to expand. 

The lack of compatibility with adjacent uses: This relates mainly to residential 

developments near rail operations. Rail companies have been asked to find ways to reduce 

noise from their operations and not to operate at night. These requests place additional 

operational burdens on the rail companies. 

Competition with other rail users: Other users of rail lines, such as Via Rail, West Coast 

Express, Rocky Mountaineer, and Amtrak Cascades place operational constraints on the rail 

companies as all the parties are competing for the use of the rail lines. 

If these issues are not resolved, VPA will have a difficult time marketing the POV to 

stevedoring companies as the rail capacity is one of the factors in determining a stevedoring 

company's productivity level. If the rail system is not improving, it may be hard for a 

stevedoring company to increase its productivity, and thus, its revenues. 

4.3.2 Roads 

The road system is an important factor in the global logistics chain. Trucking companies 

claim that they have lost money due to inefficient road systems. GVTA has acknowledged the 

importance of the transportation in the economy, which is summarized in the following quote: 

There is no question that it is important that Greater Vancouver's transportation 
system functions effectively. It is also important to the provincial and national 
economies that the region and its ports remain competitive. At the same time, it 
is apparent that the magnitude of investment required will need both federal and 
provincial funding to implement the scale of the program160. 
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There is a dilemma here. GVTA acknowledges that there are issues, but the last 

sentence summed up the dilemma concisely: funding. There is a need for upgrades to the 

transportation system, but there is no long-term partnership funding in place to commence a 

regional transportation upgrade to allow, not only the POV, but also the rest of British 

Columbia's and Canada's industries to be competitive. 

4.3.3 Tugboats 

The tugboat operators are an important link in the logistics chain as container ships 

require the assistance of tugboats to moor. VPA does not have direct control over the tugboat 

operators contract as the contract is with another entity. However, if the tugboat operators go on 

strike, the logistics chain is weakened. The latter point was highlighted in the recent tugboat 

operator strike. Deltaport was essentially shut down, which caused delay in delivery of exports. 

4.4 Border Security 

In the future, as illustrated in Figure 7 - 2020 Container Destinations Forecast, VPA is 

contemplating that more of the container traffic will be transported to the US. If the forecast is 

correct, then the border security between the US and Canada will become an increasingly 

important issue. The CSI initiative and the recent agreement between CNR, CPR, and the U.S. 

Bureau of Customs and Border Protection Agency has helped with the flow of containers to the 

us. 

With these initiatives in place, the efficient transportation of containers from Canada to 

the US should continue to flow smoothly. However, if for any reason, the border security 

becomes congested or the US places more security measures on incoming containers, it will be 

difficult for VPA to advise its stakeholders that goods can be easily and efficiently shipped 

across the border. Shipping lines, together with global stevedoring companies, may look to the 

US to deliver cargo and set up business respectively. 



4.5 Regional Ports 

The five major ports on the west coast of British Columbia are all operated 

independently. The POV, Fraser River Port and the Port of Prince Rupert are all competing for 

container business as each has recently announced expansions to their container terminals. 

Although, on the face of it, competition is good, there may be some synergies obtained if there 

was only one port authority or if the port authorities developed a long-term strategic plan for the 

development of the respective west coast ports. The plan would take into consideration where 

certain terminals should be located given a variety of factors, such as road and rail issues, depth 

of the port, and location to exports, to name a few. 

Given the high cost to develop a container terminal, and assuming that the ports are to be 

considered economic generators in the best interest of Canadians, ports may find it more 

practical to develop a regional plan to locate various terminals in strategic locations as opposed 

to competing for the same container business. 

4.6 Container Terminal Design 

The design of a container terminal is critical in the efficient operations of a container 

terminal. There are many factors to take into consideration when designing a container terminal. 

If the shipping industry's signals are correct and the mega-ships are the trend of the future, then 

the POV's already congested land logistic issues will be magnified. 

Along with the land logistics issue, the issue of the size of cranes is also a concern. 

Traditional cranes cost around $8 million CDN. To order a larger crane, without the assurance 

that the new mega-ships are going to be built, is a difficult decision for a port and a stevedoring 

company to make. The size of the ship also dictates the dredging requirements of a port. If the 

ship requires greater depth, then a port authority must make a decision on whether to dredge, if 

need be, in advance to ensure its tenants, the stevedoring companies, can service their clients, the 

shipping lines. 



4.7 Facilitator 

The lead times required for the implementation of the necessary changes to make the 

POV a more efficient port are lengthy. There are risks in developing a container terminal. VPA 

has to make the decision to commence construction of a new terminal based on market 

intelligence forecast eight years in the future. Many things could change during the eight years. 

Not only is there a risk in the forecast, there are also risks that the necessary changes to the CMA 

and industry infrastructure developments may not proceed or take longer to implement than 

planned. 

In 1995, VPA assisted GVGC in preparing a report on how to make ports operate more 

efficiently. Some of the recommended changes have not been enacted. Since then, VPA has 

continued to make similar recommendations to various government departments and private 

companies. CNR and CPR have stated that there is a need for better rail connections, not only at 

the POV, but also along the gateway to eastern Canada, to ensure that the rail companies can 

continue to provide service to the POV. The trucking industry together with GVTA have stated 

that there is a need for better roads in the Greater Vancouver area to allow the ports to function 

more efficiently. 

The new Minister of Transport will require time to understand his new role. He will also 

need time to assess the issues and to make the appropriate recommendations to his minority 

government for any changes to improve the transportation corridor. If the Opposition Party does 

not support any recommendations, then a recommendation that requires Federal Parliament's 

approval may not be approved, as the new government does not have a majority to pass the 

recommendation on their own. 

There needs to be an organization with the vision to continually ensure that the vision to make 

the POV a more efficient port will allow it to be considered an economic generator for the rest of 

Canada. 

These issues are not insurmountable. However, if the issues are not addressed, they may 

limit VPA's ability to market the POV as an efficient, dynamic port. 



5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The demand to transport goods in containers has been growing. In order to meet this 

demand, VPA must have tools available to move quickly to take advantage of any opportunity to 

expand its container capacity. With the flexibility to move quickly, this will send signals to the 

stevedoring companies that VPA is ready, willing and able to meet the challenges that the 

container terminal industry faces. 

5.1 Legislative Changes 

The CMA's financial obligations and restrictions place VPA at a competitive 

disadvantage when compared to the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma. These two ports have the right 

to tax, to use market financial instruments to raise potentially unlimited amounts of capital and to 

access federal grants. In doing so, these ports can respond quickly to the needs of the container 

industry and develop the required infrastructure. 

VPA does not have the flexibility to respond quickly. VPA, in conjunction with the 

Canadian Association of Port Authorities, should lobby the Federal Minister of Transport to 

remove the limits on private market borrowing or at least, consider increasing the borrowing cap. 

With a $225 million borrowing cap, VPA cannot undertake many capital projects on its own. 

The cost alone to build a new berth at Roberts Bank is over $200 million. This development, 

assuming no financial contribution from a stevedoring company, would use all the borrowing 

limits under the LP and VPA would not be in a position to respond to new capital expansions. 

Along with the previous recommendation, VPA should also request that it be allowed to 

raise capital through preferred financing vehicles, much like the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma do. 

These capital vehicles could be tax-exempt bonds or any other vehicles approved by Canada 

Revenue Agency. This would lower the cost of borrowing for Canadian ports, thus putting them 

on par with American ports. 

If Canadian ports are truly considered as economic generators in the best interests of 

Canadians, then the requirement to make an annual stipend payment should be removed. 

American ports are not required to make such a payment. The money that otherwise would be 



used to make the annual stipend payment could be used to assist in any capital expansion at the 

POV. The rationale behind the annual stipend was that the federal government should receive a 

return on its land from the port authorities. However, the federal government does receive a 

return on its investment as the POV supports nearly 27,000 jobs plus adds over $7.3 billion to 

Canada's gross domestic product. By removing the annual stipend payment and allowing VPA 

to invest that money directly into the POV, the Federal Government will not receive a direct 

benefit from the use of its assets, but rather, through increased economic development at the 

POV, the Federal Government should see greater employment and greater trade, which should 

increase the Federal Government's tax base. 

The prohibition of the Federal Government making an appropriation to VPA to discharge 

an obligation or debt should be removed. As owner of the POV, the Federal Government should 

not be prohibited from making an appropriation to VPA in order to allow VPA to improve the 

efficiency. If the restriction was removed, the Federal Government should receive an indirect 

return on its investment due to increased employment at the POV and increased traffic through 

the POV, which should increase the tax revenues of the Federal Government. 

5.2 Property Taxes 

With property taxes, there are two issues: provincial taxation and PILT. The issue 

surrounding property taxes has been very topical, with British Columbia government introducing 

the Ports Provertv Tax Act to limit the amount of property taxes that VPA's tenants have to pay. 

Though this Act is a step in the right direction, the act does not address the issue of valuation of 

federal real property. Federal real property is subject to various restrictions such as a tenant can 

place a mortgage only on its leasehold interest and the tenant's lease is subject to expropriation 

and list a of regulatory requirements from the Department of Fisheries, Environment Canada and 

other government bodies. VPA should continue to work with the British Columbian Government 

to determine a fair way to value federal real property that reflects restrictions that are placed on 

federal real property. 

VPA has been making PILT payments to its eight neighbouring municipalities. This is 

opposite to what the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma do as they have the right to collect property 

taxes. In turn, the American ports use that tax money to assist in the infrastructure development 



of its respective ports. This requirement again restricts that amount of money available to VPA. 

VPA should recommend that the PILT payment be eliminated or at least, respect to unoccupied 

submerged lands that consume no services from the municipality, PITL payments be exempted 

with respect to those lands. 

5.3 Transportation Network 

At the Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, the FAST Corridor project identified the need to 

improve the transportation corridor in the Puget Sound area, which includes Seattle and Tacoma. 

Not only did the FAST Corridor project identify the needs, the project also received the 

necessary funding from all levels of government to commence the development of the project. In 

Greater Vancouver, the GVGC and the GTVA have both acknowledged the need to improve both 

rail and road infrastructure in Greater Vancouver. However, there has been no consensus on 

who should fund the projects or a formula on how each stakeholder should contribute to the 

projects. 

VPA, through its representation on GVGC and other associations, should continue to 

recommend to the Federal and Provincial Governments the need for capital investment in roads 

and rails, in not only in Vancouver, but also along the transportation corridor that connects 

British Columbia to the rest of Canada. In doing so, the parties should develop a formula to fund 

the projects. Government should also have private railway companies at the negotiation table to 

ensure that the railway companies' capital investment projects align with the goals of VPA and 

GVTA. VPA, through its Shore Operations Department, is working with the stakeholders to 

develop a transportation strategy for the POV. This process should continue but, there needs to 

be a mechanism to ensure that funding for the essential projects can be achieved. 

During the negotiations with the various stakeholders, VPA can provide facts to 

encourage the stakeholders that the investment in the POV also provides an economic return to 

them. The benefit to the Canadian economy is tremendous. With a proper transportation system, 

the logistics chain can function efficiently. Without a proper rail system in place, the importers 

in eastern Canada may not receive their goods in a timely manner or the Prairie exporters may 

not get their goods to export markets in a timely manner. VPA needs to impress upon the 

stakeholders that through working jointly on the infrastructure development, with each party 



contributing their fair share of capital, the logistics chain can be improved to meet the desired 

needs of the stakeholders. 

5.4 United States and Canada Border Crossing 

With VPA's goal of having more goods shipped to the US, the smooth border crossings 

become even more important. VPA should continue to invest in security measures and to 

purchase state of the art equipment, such as the VACIS, to illustrate that the POV is 

progressively looking for means to make it more secure. 

VPA should encourage Canada Customs Agency to work with VPA and its stakeholders 

to find procedures to ensure the secure deliver of goods. The CSI with the U.S. Customs and 

Border Protection Agency is an example of a process of speeding up the delivery system. 

However, once the goods leave the POV, the other stakeholders must have procedures in place to 

make sure the goods remain secure. CNR and CPR have been working with the U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection Agency to make the crossing times shorter. VPA should work with the 

railway companies and the respective custom agencies to help formulate procedures to have 

secure delivery of goods between the two nations. 

5.5 Regional Ports 

VPA worked with the other ports to develop the Cruise BC Strategy that will hopefully 

assist all ports in British Columbia. Building on this success, VPA should continue to work with 

other ports to develop a new long-term strategic plan for the development of ports in British 

Columbia. This plan would include where a new container yard should be located. There may 

be areas of joint operations, like the Axis development. VPA, through its subsidiary, developed 

an off-site container facility on leased lands from the Fraser Port. This development has assisted 

in lowering the number of trucks on the road as containers are loaded and unloaded at Axis and 

Axis is located next to a rail spur line. 

These type of developments, Cruise BC and Axis, illustrates that VPA has the vision to 

make, not only the POV a more productive and efficient port, but all the ports in British 



Columbia. VPA should continue to provide its leadership in developing a regional port strategy 

for the benefit of the ports as a whole. 

5.6 Container Terminal Design 

VPA needs to work with the shipping lines and the stevedoring companies to determine 

the forecast in ship design. If the shipping lines are sending mixed signals to the ports, then the 

ports will be faced with the difficult challenge in properly designing a container terminal. VPA 

should continue to talk to the shipping industry and to the stevedoring industry to determine the 

likelihood of mega-ships being built. When building Terminal 2, it will be more economical for 

VPA to have the terminal built to handle the larger ships now as opposed to dredging and 

reinforcing the berth to handle the larger ships at a later date. 

5.7 Facilitator 

There needs to be a strong facilitator with the vision that ensures that the POV as 

Canada's gateway is enhanced. VPA would be the logical entity to push for changes to the CMA 

and the transportation corridor to make the POV a more efficient port. VPA has an agent 

network which provides it with the latest market intelligence. With this network in place, 

together with being involved with many associations, VPA can be the entity that provides a 

consistent message to the stakeholders, whether the stakeholder is a government or a private 

company. There needs to be coordination in the development of the logistics chain. 

The development of a new container terminal does not only include the terminal, but 

also, the necessary land transportation system. VPA should continue to advocate changes to 

encourage the rail companies to expand their infrastructure to support the new container 

terminal. In addition, VPA should continue to work with the GVTA, the Provincial Government 

and Federal Government to improve the existing road system to allow for the timely delivery of 

goods to the POV. The changes to the rail lines and road system take time to plan and money to 

construct. If the planning is done in conjunction with the planning of the new terminal, then 

hopefully, the various improvements could be completed at the same time to ensure efficient 

delivery of containers to the appropriate parties. 



In being the facilitator, VPA should be able to demonstrate to the stevedoring companies 

that VPA is actively looking to ways to improve the POV, thus making the POV the port of 

choice for development of a container terminal in the Pacific North-West. 



LIST OF ACRONYMS 

"ACI" 

"BCR" 

"BNSF 

"Burrardview" 

"CMA" 

"CNR 

"Constitution" 

"CPR 

"CSI" 

"CTS" 

"GVGC" 

"GVRD" 

"GVTA 

"KPI" 

"LNG 

" L P  

"ISPS" 

"MCTS" 

"Modalink 

"NAFTA" 

"NHB" 

"PILT" 

"POV" 

"SRBC" 

"TSA" 

"TEU 

"TGS" 

"US" 

"VACIS" 

"VPA 

"VPC 

means the Advanced Commercial Information initiative. 

means the British Columbia Railway. 

means the Burlington Northern Sante Fe Railway. 

means Burrardview Neighbourhood Association v. Vancouver (City). 

means the Canada Marine Act. 

means the Canadian National Railway. 

means the Canadian Constitution Act. 

means the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

means the Container Security Initiative. 

means the Container Terminal Scheduling System. 

means the Greater Vancouver Gateway Council. 

means the Greater Vancouver Regional District. 

means the Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority. 

means the Key Performance Indicators. 

means Liquefied Natural Gas. 

means the Vancouver Port Authority's Letters Patent. 

means the International Ship and Port Security Code. 

means the Major Commercial Transportation Study. 

means Modalink Vancouver Gateway Distribution Hub Ltd. 

means the North American Free Trade Act. 

means the National Harbours Board. 

means the Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act. 

means the Port of Vancouver. 

means the Southern Railway of British Columbia. 

means the Terminal Service Agreement. 

means a twenty-foot equivalent unit. 

means terminal ground slots. 

means the United States. 

means the Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System. 

means the Vancouver Port Authority. 

means the Vancouver Port Corporation. 
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